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'BACKGROUND OF ROBOT
Robot
Computer-controlled machine that is programmed to move, manipulate objects, and
accomplish work while interacting with its environment. Robots are able to perform
repetitive tasks more quickly, cheaply, and accurately than humans. The term robot
originates from the Czech word robota, meaning "compulsory labor." It was first used
in the 1921 play R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal Robots) by the Czech novelist and
playwright Karel Capek. The word robot has been used since to refer to a machine
that performs work to assist people or work that humans find difficult or undesirable.
History
The concept of automated machines dates to antiquity with myths of
mechanical beings brought to life. Automata, or manlike machines, also appeared in
the clockwork figures of medieval churches, and 18th-century watchmakers were
famous for their clever mechanical creatures.

t'

Feedback (self-correcting) control mechanisms were used in some of the
earliest robots and are still in use today. An example of feedback control is a watering
trough that uses a float to sense the water level. When the water falls past a certain
level, the float drops, opens a valve, and releases more water into the trough. As the
water rises, so does the float. When the float reaches a certain height, the valve is
closed and the water is shut off.
The first true feedback controller was the Watt governor, invented in 1788 by
the Scottish engineer James Watt. This device featured two metal balls connected to
the drive shaft of a steam engine and also coupled to a valve that regulated the flow of
steam. As the engine speed increased, the balls swung out due to centrifugal force,
closing the valve. The flow of steam to the engine was decreased, thus regulating the
speed.
Feedback control, the development of specialized tools, and the division of
work into smaller tasks that could be performed by either workers or machines were
essential ingredients in the automation of factories in the 18th century. As technology
improved, specialized machines were developed for tasks such as placing caps on
bottles or pouring liquid rubber into tire molds. These machines, however, had none of
the versatility of the human arm; they could not reach for objects and place them in a
desired location.
The development of the multijointed artificial arm, or manıpulştor, led to the
modern robot. A primitive arm that could be programmed to perform specific tasks was
developed by the American inventor George Devol, Jr., in 1954. In 1975 the American
mechanical engineer Victor Scheinman, while a graduate student at Stanford
University in California, developed a truly flexible multipurpose manipulator known as
the Programmable Universal Manipulation Arm (PUMA). PUMA was capable of
moving an object and placing it with any orientation in a desired location within its
reach. The basic multijointed concept of the PUMA is the template for most
contemporary robots.
1

How Robots Work

The inspiration for the design of a robot manipulator is the human arm, but with
some differences. For example, a robot arm can extend by telescoping-that is, by
sliding cylindrical sections one over another to lengthen the arm. Robot arms also can
be constructed so that they bend like an elephant trunk. Grippers, or end effectors, are
designed to mimic the function and structure of the human hand. Many robots are
equipped with special purpose grippers to grasp particular devices such as a rack of
test tubes or an arc-welder.
The joints of a robotic arm are usually driven by electric motors. In most robots,
the gripper is moved from one position to another, changing its orientation. A
computer calculates the joint angles needed to move the gripper to the desired
position in a process known as inverse kinematics.
Some multijointed arms are equipped with servo, or feedback, controllers that
receive input from a computer. Each joint in the arm has a device to measure its angle
and send that value to the controller. If the actual angle of the arm does not equal the
computed angle for the desired position, the servo controller moves the joint until the
arm's angle matches the computed angle. Controllers and associated computers also
must process sensor information collected from cameras that locate objects to be
grasped, or they must touch sensors on grippers that regulate the grasping force.
Any robot designed to move in an unstructured or unknown environment will
require multiple sensors and controls, such as ultrasonic or infrared sensors, to avoid
obstacles. Robots, such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) planetary rovers, require a multitude of sensors and powerful onboard
computers to process the complex information that allows them mobility. This is
particularly true for robots designed to work in close proximity with human beings,
such as robots that assist persons with disabilities and robots that deliver meals in a
hospital. Safety must be integral to the design of human service robots.
Uses for Robots
In 1995 about 700,000 robots were operating in the industrialized world. Over
500,000 were used in Japan, about 120,000 in Western Europe, and about 60,000 in
the United States. Many robot applications are for tasks that are either dangerous or
unpleasant for human beings. In medical laboratories, robots handle potentially
hazardous materials, such as blood or urine samples. ln other cases, robots are used
in repetitive, monotonous tasks in which human performance might degrade over time.
Robots can perform these repetitive, high-precision operations 24 hours a day without
fatigue. A major user of robots is the automobile industry. General Motors Corporation
ses approximately 16,000 robots for tasks such as spot welding, painting, machine
loading, parts transfer, and assembly. Assembly is one of the fastest growing
ustrial applications of robotics. It requires higher precision than welding or painting
and depends on low-cost sensor systems and powerful inexpensive computers.
Robots are used in electronic assembly where they mount microchips on circuit
boards.

2

Activities in environments that pose great danger to humans, such as locating
sunken ships, prospecting for underwater mineral deposits, and active volcano
exploration, are ideally suited to robots. Similarly, robots can explore distant planets.
NASA's Galileo, an unpiloted space probe, traveled to Jupiter in 1996 and performed
tasks such as determining the chemical content of the Jovian atmosphere.
Robots are being used to assist surgeons in installing artificial hips, and very
igh-precision robots can assist surgeons with delicate operations on the human eye.
Research in telesurgery uses robots, under the remote control of expert surgeons, that
may one day perform operations in distant battlefields.
Impact of Robots
Robotic manipulators create manufactured products that are of higher quality
and lower cost. But robots can cause the loss of unskilled jobs, particularly on
assembly lines in factories. New jobs are created in software and sensor
development, in robot installation and maintenance, and in the conversion of old
factories and the design of new ones. These new jobs, however, require higher levels
of skill and training. Technologically oriented societies must face the task of retraining
workers who lose jobs to automation, providing them with new skills so that they can
be employable in the industries of the 21st century.
Future Technologies
Automated machines will increasingly assist humans in the manufacture of new
products, the maintenance of the world's infrastructure, and the care of homes and
businesses. Robots will be able to make new highways, construct steel frameworks of
buildings, clean underground pipelines, and mow lawns. Prototypes of systems to
perform all of these tasks already exist.
One important trend is the development of microelectromechanical systems,
ranging in size from centimeters to millimeters. These tiny robots may be used to
move through blood vessels to deliver medicine or clean arterial blockages. They also
maywork inside large machines to diagnose impending mechanical problems.
Perhaps the most dramatic changes in future robots will arise from their
increasing ability to reason. The field of artificial intelligence is moving rapidly from
university laboratories to practical application in industry, and machines are being
developed that can perform cogniti'.le tasks, such as strategic planning and learning
from experience. Increasingly, diagnosis of failures in aircraft or satellites, the
management of a battlefield, or the control of a large factory will be performed by
· telligent computers.
•
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PTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS
The study of robotic involves understanding a number of device objects. For
mple several engineering disciplines as well as those relating to physics economics.
sociology must be mastered before Inc can truly acquire more than a nodding
uaintance with the field.
. 1 CLASSIFSCATION

OF ROBOTS

Based on the definition, it is apparent that a robot must be able to Operate
omatically which implies that it most have some sort of programmable memory. In
· section we follow the approach suggested by Engelberger to classify industrial
,tic manipulators in two different ways one based one base on the mechanical
configuration of the device and the other based on the general method used to controls
individual numbers (i.e.the Goints) or (axes). Before doing this however we wish to
consider several devices that arc not truly robots bat often called by this name in the
ia .
. 1.1 Robotic-Like Devices

There are a number of devices that utilize certain facts of robot technology and
are therefore often mistakenly called robots. In fact, Entelberger has referred to them
as near relations. There are at least four such classes of mechanisms.
I Prostheses. These are often referred to as (robot arm) or (robot legs). Even through

y can make use or either hydraulic or servo actuator, utilize servo control and have
mechanical linkages, they does not have their own (brains) and are not truly
grammable. The impetus to produce an action (called the command signal) in such
a device originate in the brain of the human being. It then transmitted Via nerves to the
appropriate appendage, where electrodes sense the nerve impulse. These are
cessed electronically by a special-purpose computer (on board the prosthesis),
ich in turn, controls the motion of the substitute limb (or hand).
2 Exoskeleton. These are a collection mechanical linkages that are made to surround
either human limbs or the either human frame. They have the ability to amplify human's
power. However, it is clear that they can not act independently and as such are robots.
In fact, when an exoskeletal device is used the operator must exercise extreme caution,
due to the increased force and/or speed that are possible. An example or such a device
· the General Electric Hardima, developed in the 1970, which utilized hydraulically
actuated servos

As mentioned previously these devices permit manipulation or
movement of materials and/or tools that are located many feet away from an operator.
Even though telecheric mechanisms use either hydraulic or servo motor actuators which
are usually controlled in a in a closed loop manner, they are not robots because they

3. Telecherics.

4

require a human being to close the entire loop and to make the appropriate decisions
about position and speed. Such devices are especially useful in dealing with hazardous
substances waste. It has been proposed that they be used in undersea exploration. An
example of an existing telecheric mechanism is the arm that is installed on the NASA
space Shuttle (mistakenly referred to by tile press as a robotic arm).
4 Locomotive Mechnism. These are devices that imitate human heing or animals by
aving the ability to walk on two or fear leg. Although the multiple appendages can be
ighly sophisticated collections of linkages that are hydraulically or electrically actuated
under closed-loop control, a human operator is still required to execute the locomotive
process (i.e. make decisions concerning the desired direction of the device and to
coordinate limb motion to achieve this goal). An artists rendering of the previously
mentioned and ill-fated General Electric four legged vehicle. Having described what is
not a robot, we now devote, the remainder of this section to classifying the various types
of robotic devices. As mentioned above the approach. Classification will be performed
ın two different ways, based on:
·
•
•

The particular coordinate system utilized it designing the mechanical structure
The method of controlling the various robot axes.

We consider the coordinate system approach first.
1.2 Classification by Coordinate System
Although the mechanics or a robotic manipulator can vary considerably all robots
must be able to move a part (or another type of "load") to some point in space. The
major axes of the device, normally consisting of the two or three joints or degrees of
freedom that are the most mechanically robust (and often located closest to the base)
are used for this purpose. The majority of robots therefore, fall into one of four
categories with respect to the coordinate system employed in the designed of these
axes. That is they be described as being either cylindrical, spherical, jointed, or
cartesian devices. Each of these categories is discussed briefly.

""

1.2.1 Cylindrical coordinate robots
When a horizontal arm is mounted on a vertical column and this column is then
mounted on a rotating base, the configuration is referred to as a cylindrical coordinate
robot. That is shown in figure 1-1. The arm has ability to move in and out (in the r
direction) the carriage can move up and down on the column (in the z direction) and the
arm carriage assembly can rotate as a unit on the base (in thee direction). Usually, a
full 360° rotation in e is not permitted, due to restrictions imposed by hydraulic,
electrical, or pneumatic connections ör line. Also there is minimum, as well as a
maximum extension (i.e. R) due to mechanical requirement.

5
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WorkingVolume

Wrist Pitch
Rangeof Motion

lb)

Shoulder
Height 17"

(c)

Figure ı-2. A spherical coordinate robot: (a) general view of the gepmet,ry qf the robot's major axes; (b) working volume
(workspace) of such a robot: (c) range of motion for each of the five axes ora' typical spherical coordinate robot. (Courtesy of G:
Heatherston and U.S. Robots. a Square D Company.)

JOINTED AAM · RUCH FLEXIBILITY

Figure 1-3 Geometryof a pure spherical jointed robot. (Courtc'sy of .Jı. Cnshn
itzke . Cincirınatı Milacron. Cincinnati. OH.)
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1.2.2 Spherical coordinate robots

What a robotic manipulator bears a resemblance to a tank turret, it is classified
as a spherical coordinate device (see figure 1-2). The reader should observe that the
arm can move in and out (in the r direction) and is characterized as being a telescoping
boom can pivot in a vertical plane (in the $ direction), and can rotate in a horizontal
plane about the base (in the e direction). Because of mechanical and/or actuator
connection limitations the work envelope of such a robot is a portion of a sphere.
1.2.3 Jointed arm robots
There are actually three different types of jointed arm robots: ( 1) pure spherical, (2)
parallelogram spherical, and (3) cylindrical. We briefly describe each of these in tum.
1.2.3a. Pure Spherical. In this, the most common of the jointed configurations, all of
the links of the robot are pivoted and hence can move in a rotary or revolute" manner.
The major advantage of this design is that it is possible to reach close to the base of the
robot and over any obstacles that are within its workspace. As shown in Figure 1-3, the
upper portion of the arm is connected to the lower portion (or forearm). The pivot point
often referred to as an "elbow" joint and permits rotation of the forearm (in the a
direction). The upper arm is connected to a base (or sometimes a trunk). Motion in a
plane perpendicular to the base is possible at this shoulder joint (in the~ direction). The
base or trunk is also free to rotate, thereby permitting the entire assembly to move in a
plane parallel to the base (in they direction). The work envelope of a robot having this
arrangement is approximately spherical. Examples of commercial manipulators having
is geometry are the Puma (Unimation), the Cincinnati Milacron T3, and those made by
SEA, Niko, and GCA. Three different sizes of Pumas are shown in Figure 1-4.
1.2.3b. Parallelogram Jointed. Here the sidgıe rigid-member upper arm is replaced by
a multiple closed-linkage arrangement in the form of a parallelogram (see Figure
.3.1 O). The major advantage of this configuration is that it permits the joint actuators to
be placed close to or on the base of, the robot itself. This means that they are not
carried in or on the forearm or upper arm itself, so that the arm inertia and weight are
considerably reduced. The result is..a larger load capacity than is possible in a jointed
spherical device for the same-size actuators. Another advantage of the configuration is
at it produces a manipulator that is mechanically stiffer than most others. The major
isadvantage of the parallelogram arrangement ts that the robot has a limited
rkspace compared to a comparable jointed spherical robot. Examples of such
commercial units are those manufactured by ASEA, Hitachi, Cincinnati Milacron,
Yaskawa, and Toshiba
1.2.3c. Jointed Cylindrical. In this configuration, the single r-axis member in a pure
cylindrical device is replaced by a multiple-linked open kinematics chain, as shown in
igure 1-5. Such robots tend to be precise and fast but will generally have a limited
vertical (z direction) reach. Often the z-axis motion is controlled using simple (open6

la)

-f

lb)

Figure I
Jointed cylindrical
workspace and geometry robot: (a),
tical cross-section: (b) top view. In
some SCARA robots, r1 = O and th.
<-, axis is located at the wrist. Also, wı
could have a pitch axis.

(b)
lgurc \..-,\,The Unuuation PUMA is au example of a pure spherical jointed
obot. Shown urc .lı,ıdiffcrcnı sizes. the 200, SOO, and 7,0IJ series.
(Courtesy of
1111111:ıtion. lnc .. .ı Westinghouse .•.Company. Danbury. Cl.)

Figure

I -.,

Cantilevered Cartesian robot geometry.

j

(Beta)
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Figure
Geometry of a Cartesian gantry style robot.
CORP, Inc., St. Paul, MN.)

(Courtesy of Ciırv1-

Yaw

) .- i
Example of a three de
gree-of-freedom wrist showing the roll,
pitch, and yaw axes. These robotic
joints are used for orienting objects in
space.
Figure

Roll

air cylinders or stepper motors, whereas the other axes make use of more

t lıorate electrical actuation (e.g., servomotors and feedback). Robots having this
CD1fiaurationare made by Harima, Reis, GCA, and United States Robots.
ass of the jointed cylindrical manipulator is the selective compliance assembly
arm (or SCARA) type of robot [23]. Typically, these devices are relatively
ı,expensive and are used in applications that require rapid and smooth motions. One
icularly attractive feature, selective compliance, is extremely useful in assembly
rations requiring insertions of objects into holes (e.g., pegs or screws). Because of
construction, the SCARA is extremely stiff in the vertical direction but has some
.teral "give" (i.e., compliance), thereby facilitating the insertion process.
1.2.4 Cartesian coordinate robots
In this the simplest or configurations the links, of the link of the manipulator are
strained to move in a linear manner. Axes of a robotic device that behave in this
y are referred to as "prismatic." Let us now consider the two types of Cartesian
ices.
.2.4a. Contilevered Cartesian. As shown in Figure 1-6, the arm is connected to a
k, which in turns attached to a base. It is seen that the number of the robot
nipulated is constrained to move in the direction parallel to the Cartesian x, y and z
. Devices like these tend to have a limited extension from the support frame, are
rigid, but have a less restricted workspace than other robots In addition, they have
repeatability and accuracy (even better than the SCARA types) and are easier to
ram because of the "more natural" coordinate system. Certain types of motions
be more difficult to achieve with this configuration, due to the significant amount of
putation required (e.g., straight line in a direction not parallel to any axis). In this
ıespect, Control Automation did manufacture a robot that \vas capable of unrestricted
· ht-line paths.

/

4b. Gantry-Style Cartesian. Normally used when extremely heavy loads must be
·sely moved, such robots are often mounted on the ceiling. They are generally more
but may provide less access to the workspace. In the last few years a number of
lier devices in this class have emerged. In this instance, a framed structure is used
support the robot, thereby making unnecessary to mount the device on the ceiling.
geometry of a gantry Cartesian aevice is shown in figure 1-7.
It is important to understand that the classifications above take into account only
major axes. However, a robot is not limited to only three degrees of freedom.
ally, a wrist is affixed to the end of the forearm. This appendage is itself capable of
eral additional motions. For example as shown in Figure 1-8. Axes that permit roll
e. motion in a plane perpendicular to the end of the arm), pitch (i.e.. motion in vertical
ne passing through the arm), and yaw {i.e. motion in a horizontal plane that also
passes through the arm) are possible. Moreover the entire base of the robot can be
unted on a device that permits motion in a plane (e.g. a x-y table or a track located in
r the ceiling or floor).
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BASIC STRUCTURE OF ROBOTS
.1 Manipulator

The manipulator consists of a series of rigid number called links connected by joints.
· n of a particular joint causes subsequent links attached to it move. The motion of
joint is an accomplished by an actuator mechanism. The actuator can be connected
Iy to the next link or through some mechanical transmission (in order to produce a
ue or speed advantage or "gain"). The manipulator end with a link on which tool can
mounted. The interface between the last link and the tool or end effector is called the
mounting plate or tool flange.
manipulator itself may be through of as being composed of three divisions:
The major linkages
The minor linkages (wrist components)
The end effector (gripper or tool)
The major linkages are the Set or joint-link pair that grossly positions the
ipulator in space. Usually they consist the first three sets (counting from the base of
robot). The minor linkages are those joints and links are associated with the fine
DDSitioning of the end effector. They provide the ability to orient the tool mounting plate
subsequently the end effect once the major linkage get it close to the desired
DOSition. The end effector, which is mounted on the tool plate, consists of the particular
anism needed at the end of the robotic are to perform a particular task, the end
or may be a tool that does a function such as welding or drilling or it may be some
of gripper if the robots task is to pick up parts and transfer them to another location.
ipper may be a simple pneumatically controlled device which opens and closes or a
complex servo-controlled unit capable of exerting specified forces or measuring
part within its grasp (i.e. gaging).
Sensory Devices

\

For proper control of the manipulator we must know the state of each joint
is its position, velocity, and acceleration. To achieve this a sensory element must
••
ıncorporated into the joint-link pair. Sensory devices may monitor position, speed,
ııx:eleration or torque. Typically the sensor is connected to the actuator shaft.
ver, it could also be coupled to the output of the transmission (sp that monitoring
eachjoints actual position with respect to the two s;ıurrounding links is possible).
Other types sensors may also be included in a robot system. Figure 1-9, shows a
camera, which is part of a vision system. Sensor, along with its associated
electronics and control, is used to locate a particular object in its field of view. Once
it relays the coordinates of the object to the robots controller so that the robot can
position, its gripper over the object in order to pick it up. Not to be excluded are
rous other types of sensors such as those associated with touch (tactile sensors)
ranging (sonic or optical-type devices). These sensors can also be used by the
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Subsystems of robot components.

system to gain information about itself or its environment.
Controller

~r

controller provides the intelligence to cause the manipulator to perform in the
described by its trainer (i.e. the user). Essentially the controller consists of:

memory to store data defining the positions (i.e. such as the angle and lengths
-~c-ııı..cıatc::ı· ted with the joints of where the arm is to move and other information related to
per sequencing of the system (i.e. a program).
sequencer that interprets the data stored in memory and then utilizes the data to

-.rface with the other components of the controller.

oomputational unit that provide the necessary computations to aid the sequencer.
interface to obtain the sensory data (such as the position of each joint information
the vision system) into the sequencer.
interface to, transfer sequencer information to the power conversion unit so that
--.ators can eventually cause the joints to move in the desired manner.
interface to ancillary equipment. The robot controller can be synchronized with
external units or control devices (e.g. motors and electrically activated valves)
llldlOr determine the state of sensors such as unit witches located in these devices.
Some sort or control unit or the trainer (or operator) to used in order to demonstrate
ıııaıiions or points, define the sequence of operations and control the robot. These can
on the form of a dedicated control panel with fixed function controls, a terminal and
·----•.""'!!:Imming language and/or teach pendent or similar device containing menu driven
ions with which the operator can train the robot.
Power Conversion Unit
The power conversion unit contained the components necessary to take a signal
the sequencer (either digital or low-level analoq) and convert it into a meaningful
ııaıı,er lever so that the actuators can move. As an example this element would consist
ronic power amplifier and power supplies for electric robots, while in the case of
ulic drives, it would consist of a compressor and control valves.
~

I

An Implementation of a Robot Controller
Figure 1-9, shows the details of the four majör components of a robot system
ssed above and their interconnections. Based on this figure we can propose a
ber of possible implementations for the robot controller. Figure 1-10, shows one
configuration. Here a single microprocessor is used as both the sequencer and the
putational element. The common bus is the link that connects the microprocessor
memory the vision system, the binary 1/0 interface and the servo loops. By
aıartitioningthe system as shown, only the servo loops have to interface to the sensory
from the joints and provide drive signals to the power amplifiers. Also in this
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mentation the vision system is self-contained and incorporates all the necessary
mroware and software to perform its function. By distributing the system, we have
ved some of the burden from the sequencer.Figure 1-9.
The real-time clock is used to implement delays and to synchronize
ation transfer among the various devices connected to the bus. It may generate,
pt so that the servo controllers always sample the joint positions and generate
set pints at the same instant thus ensuring a uniform sample rate.
From figures 1-9 and 1-10 we can infer another way to organize and describe the
components of a robot system.

•
•

•
•
•

Manipulator
Connecting cable
Operator cabinet
Operator controls
External sensors

As opposed to the functionality approach just described, tills organization is
on the physical packaging of the components and as a matter of fact most
trial robots are packaged this way. Clearly such a description is not as meaningful
user in terms of the functionality of each subunit. However, it has the advantages
corresponding directly to the actual pieces of hardware.

ıııısecı

MARY
In this fairly detailed, nontechnical introduction, we have attempted to give the
rstanding of what an industrial robot is and what it is not, where it is applicable and
e it is not, and finally, how such devices have evolved and how they may cause
er industrial revolution to occur. In particular, introduced to most of the
inology associated with these devices and has been shown how to categorize them
r by geometry of their major axes or by the type of control uitilized.
In this chapter we also presented a systems approach to the architecture and
of a robot. Additionally, the common specifications used to describe commertially
ilable.

•
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Figure 2-2 Typical analog position servo showing the velocity and position
loops. The latter consists of the velocity loop, position sensor, integrator, and
summing junction 2.

PTER 2. CONTROL OF ACTUATORS IN ROBOTIC MECHANISMS
'1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we present the practical aspects of control as they relate to robots,
the emphasis being placed on how robotics actuators are driven to achieve desired
rmance. It will be assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge or "classical"
ol theory and, hence topics such as Laplace transform and stability theory will not
developed. However these and other concepts will be used in discussing typical and
nable control models that are applicable to robot system the material will be
nted from the standpoint of a servo mechanism rather than from the more
ittona' theory of controls approach.
Closed-loop control in a position servo
The block diagram or a typical closed-loop control system is show, in Fig 2-1.
some desired (unction or (position) command is the input and the response (or
I position) of the system or joint in the output A controller and an amplifier are used
rive a motor which then drives a load (e.g., the joint) Knowledge of how the joint is
g is provided by one or sensing device (e.g., an optical encoder or tachometer; see
ion 4,s) and this information is used to produce an error signal which in turn, drives
controller/amplifier, and so on. For reasons that will become apparent shortly a
I position servo will actually used two sensing signal'; position and velocity let us
consider the specifics of the pure analog position servo shown in Figure 2-2.
In this diagram, Od and e are the desired and actual joint positions with ro(t) = (0)
the angular velocity or the joint. Also, l<p and Ks are position and velocity gains
A and Km the amplifier and motor gains respectively. Since angular position e is
ıılated to the integral of the angular velocity ro(t) at integrator is shown in the diagram. It
Id be understood that this is for modelling purposes only since in practice e is
lly obtained through the use of a sensor.
With respect to figure 2-2, it is interesting to note that since angular velocity is fed
to summing junction 2, the position error can be viewed as a velocity command
I to the block marked "velocity loop". In fact, it is not uncommon to specify the
ıtıape of the velocity versus time curve (i.e., the velocity profile). The command position
I is then adjusted so as to produce.this profile-and drive the joint to the desired
position.
1 No Velocity Feedback
First consider the case where there is no "tach" or velocity feedback; that is, the
-*>city sensor (e.g., a tachometer) is removed so that Kg = O and hence the velocity
in Figure 2-1 is open. Then the overall open-loop transfer function for the system
is figure becomes
11

AKpKm

GH (s) = s(l+sı-a)(l+Sım)

(2-1)

I values for the reciprocals of the motor and amplifier time constants rm and ta
10 to 20 md/s and 6000 to 60,000 rad/s, respectively. Defining the open-loop gain
tant to be
K=AKpKm

(2-2)

g standard root-locus techniques, it is found that the system will become unstable if
1/ta + 1/tm) that is, the poles of the closed-loop system will move into the
-half portion of the s-plane and the response of the system will increase without
nd ("blow up"). Also, for Kless than Kcross and greater than KB (the gain where
ches of the root locus leave the real axis), the poles of the closed-loop transfer
ion are complex conjugates (with negative real parts), so that the system exhibits
rdamped performance. That is, a step command in ed will cause e to respond.
lly, this type of behavior is undesirable, as it will not produce the fastest moves for
t joint. That is, the final steady-state position will not be reached in the shortest
. Also, significant stresses on the mechanical components may be produced due to
rapid acceleration and deceleration required, as this final position is overshot (or
ııncıersh_ot) and the servo is forced to make several corrections to bring the joint back to
desired point. To reduce or eliminate such response, it is necessary to provide the
(joint) with some type of damping in order to reduce or eliminate the oscillations
ly. A certain amount of damping is inherent in the components themselves (e.g.,
and gear frictions) and in some instances may be sufficient to produce an
~table
response characteristic (i.e., either critically damped or just slightly
damped). When this is not the case, however, another source of damping must be
811Dk>yed. This usually takes the form of viscous friction [i.e., a friction torque that is
rtional to angular velocity w(r) and is obtained from "tach" or velocity feedback.
Kcross (

=

Position Servo with Tach Feedback

~

Now let us restore the tac!< feedback in Figure 2-2, that is, consider the ease
Kg is not zero. It will be demonstrated shortly that doing this will produce the
d damping in the position loop. Using standard block diagrşm simplification
iques, the open-loop transfer function for the joint with tach and position feedback
nd to be
GH(s) =

AKm(Kp+SKg)
s(l + sım)(l + sı-a)

(2-3)

that velocity feedback causes a zero to be added to the overall open-loop transfer
ion (at s = - Kp!Kg) Using Eq. (2-2), the root locus for this system (plotted as a
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ion of K). It is observed that in both cases, the system is now stable for all
itive) values of K, however, there is a dominant set of poles. Physically, this means
the pole due to the amplifier has little effect on the closed-loop response of the
m. Under these conditions, the joint-position servo can be approximated by a
d-order system, and the closed-loop transfer function becomes
T(s = B(s)
) fJi(s)

=

AKm
sım+s(l+ AKgKm)+ AKmKp

(2-4)

can be shown that for a second-order system, a general form of the closed-loop
,fer function is given by

om
T(s) = s + 2çOJns + Ml

(2-5)

oın is the undamped natural radian frequency and ç is the damping coefficient.*
paring Eqs. (2-4) and (2-5), the damping coefficient for the joint with position and
feedback is then found to be
0.5(1 + AKgKm

t-~===- ~AKmKptm

(2-6)

ral important conclusions can be drawn from this equation:
. The more tach feedback {i.e., as Kg is in creased), the more damping there will
be in the position servo, Thus the joint response will tend to become less
underdamped as Kg is increased, and vice versa.
2. The more position feedback (i.e., as K- is increased), the less damping there will
be. Thus the joint response will tend to become more underdamped as is increased,
and vice versa.
THE EFFECT OF FRICTION AND GRAVITY
As mentioned previously, one the major goals of robot is to move a tool or a part
one point to another in an accurate and repeatable manner. Anything that prevents
goal from being achieved it clearly undesirable and must, therefore, either be
~nsated
for or eliminated. In practically or electromechanical, pneumatic
nical, or hydraulic-mechanical system, friction in various components will create a
9111ition error. Also, gravity will produce a position error of varying magnitude in one or
joints for most robots.
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CONTROL OF A ROBOTIC JOINT
In the previous

sections,

it was assumed

that the position

and velocity

DC mıation was "available" with no thought being given as to how one actually obtains
information. Also, it was assumed that all components in the position servo were
.-og devices. Although this is useful in the analysis or servo loops, it is not usually
case in practice. What is normally done in a robotic joint servo is to utilise either a
I approach where all sensory information is obtained and processed in a digital
mınion, or else both analog and digital techniques are used to obtain and process
I Zmıation.
Regardless of the scheme employed. However, the command signal to the joint
of a robot is invariably obtain from a microprocessor (i.e., the "master") and is,
D efore, digital in nature. It is important to understand that this implies that the input to
joint is not a continuous-time function but is, instead, a "sampled" signal which is
..ıated (i.e., changed) only periodically (e.g., every 25 ms) by the master or a special
coprocessor. Such an approach is taken because the master must send
•r •s--rımııation to all the joint servos (e.g., six in a sixaxis robot). Consequently it must
enough time to complete the various computations required in the path-planning
1'•111DJıı-m-~hm
and then to communicate this information to the individual joints. We will call
update (also referred to as either a sample or set point) time Ts.
Although it is quite feasible to convert the digital position command into an
..ıog signal by using a digital-to-analog converter, this is not often done. Instead, the
idvidual joint processors themselves perform an interpolation between two
:ııınsecutive set points output by the master. For example, if Ts = 25ms, the
iııleroolated set points might occur every 3.33ms (Ts/8), implying that the master
te interval is divided into eight subintervals. As a consequence, considerably
,ther manipulator motion is produced.
In practice, it is possible to obtain both position and velocity data in either an
or a digital fashion using the same or separate device (i.e., sensors) for
itoring these signals.
STEPPER MOTORS
It is possible to construct a motor in which the rotor is able to assume only
·ete stationary angular positions. Rotary motion occurs in a stepwise manner from
•
of these equilibrium positions to the next, and as a consequence such a device is
cıled a stepper motor. Although to date, the actuators have been used in only a few
ts (e.g., the Merlin manufactured by the American Robot corporation), they have
employed in a variety of applications, the most notable of which is in the held of
puter peripherals (e.g., printers, tape drives, capstan drives and memory access
:ems). Steppers have also been used in equipment related to the areas of process
oı, machine tools, and medicine.
re are several general characteristic of a steeper motor that have made it the
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Figure\ '}- f Basic structure of a vari
able reluctance-type stepper motor ([le
drawn with permission of the· Superior
Electric Co., Bristol, CT.)

or of choice in such a large number of applications:
device can be operated in an open loop manner with a positioning accuracy of
p* (assuming that the rotor angular velocity is low enough so that no steps are
during a move). Thus if a certain angular distance is specified, the motor can be
aıınrnanded to rotate an appropriate number of steps, and the mechanical elements
aııoed to the shaft will move the required distance.
motor exhibits high torque at small angular velocities. This is, of course, useful in
e ı eferating a payload up to speed.
motor exhibits a large holding torque with a de excitation. Thus it has the
"'4,ıerty of being a "self-locking" device when the rotor is stationary. In fact, the rotor
ove only when the terminal voltage changes with time.
ition to these characteristics, there are other advantages that often make
ners of various pieces or equipment select the stepper motor over the DC
---«M"""m""'otor;
• The stepper is directly compatible with digital control techniques. Consequently, it
can readily be interfaced with digital controllers and/or computers.
•It exhibits excellent positioning accuracy, and even more important, errors are
noncumulative.
•Since open-loop control can be employed with the motor, it is often unnecessary
to use a tachometer and/or an encoder. Thus cost is reduced considerably.
•Motor construction is simple and rugged. There are usually only two bearings and
the motor generally has a long maintenance-free life. For this reason it is a cost
effective actuator.
• The stepper can be stalled without causing damage (due to overheating).
S :aal of these traits make the stepper motor potentially useful in certain types of
1 Jts. An obvious one would be the relatively low cost with respect to the de
-w..motor.
Principles of Stepper Motor Operation
There are two basic varieties••or stepper motors that can be constructed: (1) the
&&ialıle reluctance (VR) types and (2) the permanent magnet (PM) types. Although the
le is most often used in a broad range of applications today, the operation of the
pper is easier to understand and therefore ı, we consider it operation in this
•ioıı
cture of a typical VR stepper motor is shown in figure 2-3. It is observed that
..ıııre the servomotor, both the stator ana the rotor are toothed structures. Fundamental
operation of this motor is that the rotor and stator does not have the same
her of teeth. For example, the stator shown in Figure 2-3 has eight (located every
d the rotor has six (located every 60°). In addition each stator tooth has a coil
wıııund on it with oppositely placed coils (e.g., A and A'Y being grouped together and
7 ıed to as a phase. In this example it is seen that there are four phases (labelled A
P).
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Phase C Energized
(b)

Phase B Energized
(a)
"'ı

'f

Phase A Energized
(d)

Phase O Energized

\cl

"
,
Figure
YR stepper motor excited in the sequence BCDA. The motor is
assumed to_ start in the position shown in Fig. 4.6, 1. (Redrawr with permission

'2-~

of the SuperiorJlectric Co., Bristol, CT)

'

,

The operation of the VR stepper is quite simple being based or the principle of
· nimum reluctance whereby a magnetic structure always attempts to reorient itself so
to minimize the length of any air gap in the magnetic path. One can think of the
gnetic device moving so that the magnetic field can find the path of "least
istance". Thus for the example is shown in figure 2-3, when phase A is energized
or teeth 1 and 4 (R4, 1) will align with stator teeth 1 and 5 (55, 1) and will remain in
position as long as the coils in the same phase are energized.
This is said to be a stable equilibrium pint and represents "one step" of the motor.
important to understand that as long as the excitation remains on coils A-A' there is
o/ding torque, so that if any applied external torque is less than the value, no motion
occur. Also increasing the current through this phase will not cause the rotor to
e but will, in actuality, increase this holding torque. Thus the motor will tend to "lock"
e under increased current excitation. This should be compared to the servomotor,
re increasing the excitation will tend to make the rotor tum faster.
Now suppose that the excitation is removed from phase A and placed on phase B.
3 will align with 58, 4 as shown in Figure 2-4a. It can be seen that the rotor has
ed clockwise through an angle of 15° (60 - 45 = 15). This process can be repeated
phases C, D, and then back to A (see Figures 2-4b, c and d). In each case, a 15°
occurs with a complete sequence of phase excitations (e.g., A, B, C, D, and A),
ucing a rotation of 60°. Consequently in this example, it requires six such cycle to
,e one complete rotor revolution, and we would therefore describe this as a "24revolution"' motor.
step angle is related to both the number of stator teeth Ns and rotor teeth Nr.
ifically, it can be shown that

step - angle = 3600 Ns - Nr
NsNr

_

_.••• (2-3)

that the

NrNs
number - step I rev = Ns - Nr

---•

(2-4)

Physically, rotors of all stepper motor exhibit an underdamped response in moving
one step to another. This can most easily be seen by recognizing"that when the
-.nt~tion is changed to an adjacent phase, the rotor travels toward the new equilibrium
Although the accelerating torque is zero when the rotor and stator teeth are in
ment, the angular velocity or the rotor is not zero. As a result an overshoot of the
ilibrium position occurs. There will not be a torque on the rotor that will accelerate it
toward the equilibrium point that was just passed (i.e., in the opposition direction).
, this process may actually be repeated several times before the rotor comes to
In general, the magnitude and duration of the damped oscillation is dependent on
16

step angle (i.e., the larger the angle, the larger the overshoot). In certain
ications, such behaviour may not be acceptable (e.g., a robot) whereas in others it
be perfectly all right (e.g., a printer).
Stepper motors can be made with a wide range of steps/rev. From the standpoint of
a practical upper limit is 200 and produces a step angle of 1.8°. For many
ıcations, this relatively small angle is quite adequate (e.g., the rotor oscillation will
· terfere with the device operation). However, where finer step-angle resolution is
·red (note that this is one way to reduce the. angular overshoot problem described
mıove), other techniques can be used.
Half-Step-Mode Operation
In this previous discussion, one phase was energized at a time and produced a
angle given by Eq. (2-3). This method or operation is called full-step mode. Now
~se
that two adjacent phases (e.g., A and B) are energized simultaneously. It is
I that an equilibrium point is created somewhere between the two full-step points
determined by separately exciting phases A and B). In fact, if the electrical
rties of the coils in the two phases are identical and if the same excitation
itude is applied to both sets of coils, the new equilibrium point will be about halfway
I tween the full-step points. This process can be repeated for phases BC, CD, and DA
t additional "halfway" equilibria can also be obtained. It should now be clear to
rf the phase excitation sequence is A, AB, B, BC, C, CD, DA, A and so on, the rotor
make twice the number of clockwise moves as before (i.e., with respect to the full
mode), and thus the stepper in Figure 2-3 will now have 48 discrete equilibrium
maınts, per revolution. The name given to such an operation is not surprisingly, "halfmode': Since the rotation angle per step has been cut {approximately) in half, the
lar overshoot of the rotor in moving from point to point is reduced. Reversing the
ıııase excitation sequence will cause the rotor to turn in the counterclockwise direction
fore. The switching circuitry needed to produce half-step operation is somewhat
complicated and is therefore more costly then the relatively simple full-step
ctr rtrr ınlcs.

little thought should convince that there is nothing "sacred" about exciting two
8111acent phases actually (e.g., botn with V volts). In fact, it is possible to use an
tion voltage anywhere between O and V in order to energize the second phase.
ıis case the stable point will occur at some location (but not halfway) between the
••
full-step equilibria. This scheme produces a mode of operation generally referred to
icrostepping. Most often, the microstep size is determine by dividing the angular
nee of a full step by an integral power of 2 (e.g., 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32; this produces the
Dest computational burden on the stepper motor controller). Although microstepping
ires considerably more complex switching circuitry to implement so that the cost is
a bit higher than that required for full-step operation @_ use generally produces
ther low-speed operation of the motor. In a robot application this is an important
~eration
since oscillation at the desired final point is usually unacceptable.
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A
B-B' - Phase B

Stator with ,
rotor section S

A-A' - Phase A
B-B'-f'lıase'B
Stator with •
rotor section N

2 ;.~ A siınplıfied diagram ota perıiıaneııt-ıııagnet stepper motor.
permission of the Superior Electric Co., Bristol, .CT.)

Figure

,

(Redrawn with

5.4 Additional Methods of Damping Rotor Oscillations
There are other ways to damp out rotor oscillation described in Section 2-3. For
mple, by adding viscous inertia (often called a Lanchester damper) or by using
er a friction disk or eddy-current damper. Although these techniques achieve the
ired goal, they also add inertia and may therefore adversely affect the transient
nse of the rotary system (this will not be true if the system inertia is already high}.
An electronic technique exists that avoids the problem created by added inertia.
-led bang-bang damping the idea is to accelerate the motor in the normal way,
ver before the rotor reaches it desired position, the phase excitation sequences
ıeııersed causing the rotor to decelerate more rapidly. If the phase reversal is timed
~tly,
the rotor can be made to come to rest at the equilibrium point with almost no
hoot. Clearly, the timing of the reversal is critical and it turns, out the switching
ts is a function of system parameters (e.g., friction and load inertia}. In a robot,
·e the inertia of any joint usually various significantly with position (and hence with
during any move) a very sophisticated scheme required to sense these changes
then modify the phase reversal times accordingly.
Permanent-Magnet Stepper Motors
As stated previously the PM stepper motor is the most commonly used type. It
CDISists of a multiphase stator and a two-part permanent-magnet rotor. Just as with the
stepper, both of these structures are also toothed (sec figure 2-5}. The major
m ence in this case is that the opposite ends of the rotor are north and south poles of
anent magnet with the teeth at these ends being offset by half a tooth pitch. It is
y of mention that the PM stepper can be operated in full half or microstep mode.
2-1, indicates the major differences between the two classes of stoppers.
Stepper Motor Drives

J

t•

As indicated in Table 2-1 the PM stepper rotor position is dependent on the
7 ity of the phase excitation. Consequently a bipolar signal is required to achieve bi
ı:iional control. With respect to figure 2-5.

•
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'ABLE 2-1. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PM AND VR STEPPER MOTOS
[Character

PM motor

VR motor

-1. Motor
Magnetize
2. Rotor position Depend on stator
excitation polarity
3. Rotor inertia
High due to magnet
4. Mechanical
Not as good (due to
high inertia)
5. Induction
Low due to rotor
offset
6. Electrical
Faster current rise
response
(due to tow inductance)

Non magnetized
ndependent of stator
excitation polarity
Low {no magnet)
Good {low inertia
device)
Generally high for
same torque rating
Stower current rise
(due to higher inductance

ation is accomplished with only two phases where that the equivalent VR stepper
uired four phases (see Figure 2-3).
Using a double-ended power supply, the motor in Figure 2-5 can be driven in the
step mode with the switching arrangement shown in Figure 2-6a. It is observed that
tristate switches, SW1 and SW2 are required. This figure shows phase A positively
·gized and phase B off. A possible method or synthesizing such a device is shown
igure 2-6b. The "fly-back'' diodes are normally used to protect the power transistors
the "inductive kick" that occurs when an open circuit is suddenly placed in series
an energized inductor {e.g., Q1 is switched off). Without this protection it is possible
apply a voltage well in excess of the transistor's collector-emitter breakdown value
· g the switching interval.
For the motor in figure 2-5, it can be shown that each step is 18° and that there are
---ore
20 steps/rev. The excitations and simple logic signals to the transistors that
uce four rotor steps (i.e., 72°) are given in Figure 2-7. It is assumed that each step
the same amount of time implying that any load attached to the rotor is moving at
constant velocity. During acceıecation or deceleration of a load, the step spacing
, of course vary with time.
actual operation, a microprocessor (e.g., the master) would determine the number
s needed to cause a load to be moved a certain distance. This would be done for
joint in a robot application. The processor would then transmit the information
•bıetf~K-.ıer with direction and step timing data to a discrete digital hardware package. The
would keep track or the total number of steps moved and would implement the
priate switching sequence. Clearly this would represent open-loop joint control.
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2.r,1 Components of a two
phase liôear stepper motor. An air
bearing is formed between the bottom
of the forcer and the top of the platen.
(Redrawn with permission of General
Signal Corp., Santa Clara, CA.)

Figure

Platen
I

lal

: I1 = +I
I

\.

Figure 2.:.j 'Motion in a two-phase
linear stepper. motor. Each nC\Y phase
excitation produces a quarter piıth
movement of the forcer relative to the
platen. Thu's a total motion or :Y.• or a
full pitch is indicated. (Reproduced
with permission of General Signal
Corp., Santa Clara, C('.)
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NEAR STEPPER MOTORS

ıT

An

interesting

variation

of the

conventional

rotary

stepper

motor

is the

yerprinciple linear stepper motor. Invented in 1969, this patented device is
i-.ıtactured
by Xynetics Corporation, Santa Clara, California, and consists of two
;--,,. mechanical components. The first, a movable armature that is referred to as a
, is suspended over the second or fixed stator (also called a platen) (see Figure 2bearing is used to ensure that there is a constant space between the armature and
stator. In contrast to a conventional rotary stepper, which has a closed geometry,
platen's length is variable and depends on how far it is desired to move a load
-=tled to the forcer. This configuration also differs from the rotary stepper in that the
ı /cad is directly driven by the motor and no mechanical advantage can be obtained
ııgh the use of a transmission.
As may be observed in Figure 2-8, the forcer consists of a permanent magnet {PM)
two electromagnets (EM) with four poles {two per electromagnet). The faces of the
are grooved to form the pitch of the motor. Grooving of the platen produces a
F Zer pattern. As will be seen shortly, the use of grooves allows finer resolution steps.
lımdition, when the spaces between both sets of grooves are filled with a nonmagnetic
· I, the resultant flat surfaces can be used to construct an air bearing between the
D 7 "' of the forcer and the top of the platen. This is accomplished by supplying air
pressure from tiny holes located in the forcer. The air bearing produces a surface
negligible starting and running friction.
The permanent magnet causes the platen and the unenergized forcer to be
a m together {except for the space provided by the bearing). Therefore, it is possible
ition the platen so that the forcer travels above or below it. With no current
--· ""19, the PM flux closes its path through the air gap, platen, and the poles of the
magnets. The flux splits equally at both EM poles since the magnetic paths have
-..ınvimately the same reluctance (e.g., see Figure 2-9a, poles 3 and 4). If current is
through the electromagnets, commutation occurs. In general, the flux
• -•..;tru by the permanent magnet is about equal to that produced in the magnetic
·· by the current flowing through the windings. Thus as the current changes, the flux
• • GS from a maximum value to almost zero.
The commutation, together with the relative positions of the forcer and platen
, causes forces to be produced which are perpendicular to the teeth and parallel to
ten. Since the teeth of the EMs are arranged in spatial quadrature from one pole
to the next, the PM's flux can b~ commutated by the electromagnets and emerges
faces whose teeth are misaligned with respect to those of the platen. The result
tangential force that causes the forcer and platen teeth to move in such a manner
minimize the gap (i.e., reduce the reluctance). -Thls force produces motion along
gth of the platen. A normal force also exists which pulls the forcer and platen
In d one another, thereby providing the preload for the air bearing.
2-9a-d is used to illustrate the principles of operation outlined in the following
,ı: gıaphs. In each of the figures, the direction of current and flux flow is indicated by
.-rows. If electromagnet A (EMA) is energized, maximum flux density occurs at pole
alignment is as shown in Figure 2-9a. When EMA is deenergized and EMB is
ized, the maximum flux density occurs at pole 3 and the minimum density at pole
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Figure ~'"" I 0' Two-axis linear stepper motor and platen.
permission of General Signal Corp., Santa Clara, CA.)
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The attractive force at pole 3 causes the alignment of this pole with the platen's tooth
the right. Therefore, the motion is one-quarter of a tooth to the right and the motor
the forcer have the spatial relationship shown in Figure 2-9b. If EMS is deenergized
then EMA energized (with a current flow opposite to that shown in Figure 2-9a),
:ion again occurs to the right since pole I now has the maximum flux density, pole 2
minimum, while poles 3 and 4 have the flux supplied by the PM. The forcer now
'des at the location shown in Figure 2-9c. Finally, with EMA deenergized and EMS
rgized (also in the opposite direction from before), pole 4 has the maximum flux
sity, pole 3 the minimum, and poles I and 2 the flux supplied by the PM. To complete
cycle, EMA is again energized as in Figure 2-9a and the system has moved a
nee of one tooth (i.e., the pitch) of the platen (the equivalent of full step mode in a
ry stepper). The frequency of the current cycling establishes the velocity with which
forcer moves.
Obviously, the positions of the forcer relative to the platen are discrete in nature if
current is cycled as described above. Used in this manner, the linear stepper has a
tep resolution defined by the spacing of the teeth on the poles. A typical pitch is
O in. Thus for the sequence shown in Figure 2-9, the resolution is one-quarter of the
or 0.010 in. These positions are sometimes referred to as cardinal steps. To obtain
er resolution between steps, it is possible to use current values that are between
used in the full-step mode. That is, the motor is operated in microstep mode (see
ion 2-3).
It is also possible to construct this type of motor so that it consists of two
91logonally oriented forcers assembled on one motor frame. To complement the
r, the platen is constructed of square teeth in a Waffle pattern, as shown in the two
linear stepper of Figure 2-10. This configuration allows motion in both the x and y
ions or along any vector in the x-y plane
As indicated previously, the linear stepper is a direct ..drive motor. This implies
the control resolution and force needed to position and move the load are defined
y by the motor's capabilities. Thus for any application requiring resolution better
that of the tooth pitch, a controller capable of microstepping to the desired
lution must be used. Additionally, the speed-force curve for the motor-driver
bination must be examined carefully to ensure that the motor can produce the
ired forces over its operating speed range.

BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS
In electrically actuated robots, brush failures in the de servomotors used on the
account for a major source of downtime. These devices wear, causing the
6ctive terminal resistance of the armature to increase significantly, thereby reducing
efficiency of the servo. Increased heating and torque reductions are two of the major
caısequences. In addition, as the motor turns, arcing between the brushes and
mutator segments occurs due to the sudden interruption of current in the particular
ture coil being commutated.* Besides contributing to mechanical deterioration of
brushes themselves, which can limit their use in "clean room" applications (e.g., in
handling of semiconductors), this situation also prevents robots so actuated from
used in explosive environments. Finally, the electromagnetic interference (EMI)
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uced by the electrical spark can also create reliability problems for other electronic
working in the vicinity of the robot.
In recent years, de motors have been developed which avoid many of the
lties attributable to the brushes of a standard servomotor. As shown in Figure 2the brushless de motor (BDCM) can be viewed as an "inside-out" version of a
ard de servomotor. It is observed that the rotor of the brushless device contains
permanent magnets (two in this case, thereby producing a four-pole motor) whereas
stator consists of the coil segments and iron.
there is no mechanical commutation of the coils in a BDCM due to the elimination
the brushes and commutator bars, a method of properly energizing the stator coil
ments must be provided. This is often accomplished by placing inside the motor
solid-state devices (e.g., Hall effect bipolar sensors) that determine the actual
ııasmon of the magnets as the rotor turns. A simple logic circuit then processes the
iıbmation provided by these sensors, thus enabling the appropriate stator coil to be
··ecı. As an example, consider the eight-pole (four north and four south), three-phase
ing BDCM and the electronic commutation scheme shown in Figure 2-12. The
t of a Hall effect sensor is high (logical 1) when the south pole of a permanent
et is in close proximity to it. The output is low (logical O) if the magnet's north pole
ıssing by. With the sensors placed approximately 120 mechanical degrees apart
the four magnets 90 mechanical degrees apart as indicated in Figure 2-12, it is
demonstrated that the outputs of the three sensors are the waveforms shown in
2-13. These signals can be processed by a simple logic circuit to determine the
9Dlition of the magnets at any instant of time. This information is then utilized by the
circuit to cause the appropriate motor windings to be energized.
Ideally, it is possible to produce a torque output that is constant with respect to
lar position. To see this, consider the three-phase driver circuit shown in Figure 2and assume that the BDCM windings are arranged in a wye configuration. If a
.aııstant current is applied to each winding and the rotor is moving at a constant angular
·· , the torque produced by each of the phases as a function of the angular position
~mıo
motor shaft O is shown in Figure 2-15. It is important to understand that the total
torque Tgen produced by the motor is the algebraic sum of the three torques Taa-c and Tb-c, Clearly, if we permit a constant current to flow in each of the three
ıı: ses, Tgen will not be constant as is desired.
~s

RECT-DRIVE ACTUATOR
One of the major problems with commercial robots is that at certain speeds
ıaıly but now always low), mechanical resonance's are excited and exceedingly
• of the difficulty
motion results (a so-called "palsy" is exhibited). Although some
be traced to the structure of the manipulator itself, it has been found that one of the
ry causes of poor motion is the mechanical devices used to couple the motion of
actuator to the output of each joint mechanism. For example, the harmonic drive,
is currently used extensively for this purpose, contributes significantly to the ıow111 ed performance degradation due, in part, to its compliance (i.e., "springiness") and
to machining errors which are inherent in the design and cannot be entirely
mminAted. A design that does not employ such mechanical units is obviously desirable
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. a direct connection between actuator and load is indicated; this is referred to as a
-drive approach). Nevertheless, despite the acknowledged difficulties with coupling
•us
such as the harmonic drive, they are still utilized extensively in manipulators.
justification for this is that "torque multiplication" and increased position resolution
such components afford are absolutely critical in the successful design of robots.

:..ıını.rt these attributes, motors would have to be extremely large, bulky, and quite
since they normally produce maximum torque at speeds too high to be of any use
direct-coupled application (e.g., thousands instead of tens of rpm). In addition, it
be necessary to employ very high resolution encoders that also would be costly
· , in fact, one of the primary arguments against a direct-drive design).
In the early 1980s, however, a new motor was developed which does permit a
I tical direct-drive robot to be constructed. This novel actuator, manufactured by
etics Corporation and called a Megatorque motor, produces extremely large
;a ;ıes (e.g., 35 to 1000 ft-lb) at low angular velocities (e.g., 30 rpm) without the need
speed reducer. In addition, a position-sensing element that is an integral part of the
-•s v. has been developed and permits the resolution of a robot based on such a motor
at least as good as those manipulators that currently utilize more traditional
ı crs {e.g., optical encoders).
In effect, the Megatorque motor is a three-phase synchronous device that is
••••. ated as a brushless de actuator, i.e., electronic commutation is employed. Unlike
BDCM discussed in the preceding section, however, this one is a variable
:at ıctance device and consequently does not contain a permanent magnet (see Figure
,). The heart of the motor is a series of laminations that combine the rotor and
·. One such lamination is shown in Figure 2-17. It is observed from this figure that
is a thin annular rotor mounted between two concentric stators. Both stators react
the rotor, thereby producing a significant torque multiplication (over a single stator
n). The large number of magnetic teeth located on the rotor and the two stators is
instrumental in large torque production.
The three-phase magnetic field is produced by 36 stator windings (18 on each of
stators). There are 150 teeth on each of the stators and the rotor, which perform
tor poles in this design. Torque is produced by sequentially energizing these
. For a single rotor revolution, there are 150 ac cycles, which, in effect, creates a
.1 gear reduction with the corresponding torque multiplication. * It is interesting to
that without the toothed rotor/stator combination, a more conventional motor would
·re 300 poles per phase or 900 windings in order to yield the same performance!
Another advantage of the sanawiching of the rotor between the two stators is that
magnetic flux travels over an extremely short path, as shown in Figure 2-18. It is
.ıııerved that the flux from one stator passes radially through the thin rotor into the
stator. (This is to be compared with the more conventional motor• design, where a
path of 180° through the rotor is typical.) Such a· configuration lowers the magnetic
lllistance, and hence the motor has a high torque-to-input power ratio (high flux per
mıs,ere-turn).
Unlike the more conventional de servomotor, the rotor of the Megatorque motor
not carry any current. As a consequence, there is little heating of the rotating
ber and therefore heat dişsfpanon problems are minimized. This is a particularly
--.-••rtant attribute in robot applications, where the actuator is often operated in a stall
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"H" type servo amplifier (one power supply required) .. Patlı of
current /1 is shown for channel 1 high and channel 2 low.
of Electro-Craft Corpr, Hopkins, MN.)
Figure

Figure·'l-1.0. "T''. type servo arnpli
fier (two power.supplies required).
(Redrawn with permission of Electro• Craft Corp., Hopkins, MN.)

ion [e.g., when a load is being held (against gravity) in one place]. Any heat that is
.-aıced (in the stators) is easily conducted away by the case. In addition to essentially
~ing
the temperature limitations, which are associated with other motors, the
-drive device does not have the demagnetization problems associated with many
actuators. Thus there is no danger of causing a permanent degradation of the
s electrical performance due to a large (and perhaps inadvertent) current spike."
happens in the Megatorque unit is that the iron laminations are driven into
M ation, a situation that is completely reversible by reducing the flux (current
ion),

When combined with an integral position-sensing· element also developed by
5 7 metics, we have discussed of this resolver-like device), a successful direct-drive
is feasible. It is important to understand, however, that not every robotic
uration can utilize this new actuator technology. The primary reason is that the
orque motor is extremely heavy, and thus it must be incorporated into a
ulator that does not require the actuator to be carried by the particular axis. one
design is the SCARA-type robot, where the two major axis motors can be placed
their weights are supported by the manipulator structure rather than by a motor
pııı,11\,ed torque. The first commercial direct-drive robot was demonstrated at the
[llıbots 8 conference held in Detroit in June 1984 by the Adept Corporation. Called the
ıA 7 pt 1, this SCARA class manipulator incorporates two Megatorque motors and shows
Ir: s essive low- and high-speed performance.

=

As shown in Figure 2-2, a servo amplifier must be used to convert the low-power
-.rnand signals that come from the master computer and are then "processed" by the
computer to levels that can be used to drive the joint motor. An amplifier that can
IIIMde the necessary logic and drive for a stepper motor was described in previous
-=tion. In this section we consider possible configurations that can be used to drive a
servomotor. Specifically, pulse-width-modulated (PWM) and linear amplifiers
ımrnrnnratingvoltage feedback or voltage and current feedback will be discussed.
1 Linear Servo Amplifiers
Two basic classes of linear servo amplifiers exist: ( 1) the H type and (2) the T
. These are shown in Figures 2-t9.1 and 2-20.2, respectively. The first of these, the
sometimes called a bridge amplifier, and has the advantage of requiring a single or
lar de supply. However, it is not always easy to operate in a linear fashion, and
use the motor must be "floated" with respect to the system grouncl, current and/or
waııage feedback is not easy to achieve. In actual operation, one set of diagonally
site transistors is turned on [e.g., Q. and Q4 (or Q. and Q3)]. It can be seen that if
first of these sets is made to conduct by applying a positive control voltage to
nel 1 (and grounding channel 2), the armature voltage VAs < + V and the motor will
(e.g., in the clockwise dir:eçtion). When the control signals on channels 1 and 2 are
ııNerSed, the second set of transistors conducts, thereby making VAB > - V. The motor
now turn in the opposite or counterclockwise direction. The actual size of the
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ture voltage, and hence the motor speed, will depend on the amount of base
nt supplied by the control circuitry that precedes the power amplifier stage (e.g., a
mplifier, not shown in Figure 2-19).
The second general type of servo amplifier, the T. requires a bipolar de supply,
shown in Figure 2-20. However, it is easy to drive and since the motor does not have
float with respect to ground, current and/or voltage feedback is easy to implement.
complementary power transistors are employed (see Figure 2-19), a single
lar control signal can be used to turn on either Qı or Q2 thereby making VAe either<
V or > - V and producing the desired bidirectional rotation. In the T configuration, it is
portant to bias the transistors so that Q1 and Q2 are not both on at the same time
output transistor failures are likely to occur if this happens (i.e., they conduct
ultaneously).
An undesirable characteristic of a T servo amplifier is the "deadband" or
ssover distortion" that exists around zero output voltage. This produces an armature
· e voltage that is a nonlinear function of the servo amplifier input for small positive
negative inputs signal. The problem can be reduced by keeping both transistors on
und the zero-voltage region. From what was said above, it is clear that care must be
en to prevent simultaneous operation of the transistors from occurring when large
rrents flow.
It is important to note that the amplifiers in Figures 2-19 and 2-20 do not have
y type of flyback protection shown. However, this is absolutely essential since the
uctance in the servomotor armature can produce an "inductive kick" when the power
plifier transistors are either suddenly all turned off or when the motor is "plugged"
e., the armature voltage is rapidly reversed to provide dynamic breaking). Thus
ardless of which configuration is used, flyback diodes (or some other method of
,tecting the power transistors from breakdown) must be placed across the collector
itter terminals of the output transistors. Failure to do this risks a collector-to-emitter
rt circuit, which, as explained previously, can cause a runaway condition-an
especially dangerous occurrence in robotic applications.
There are other factors that must be considered when working with linear servo
plifıers: for example, the power dissipation capability of both the power transistors
d the associated heat sinks, the need to provide some type of active cooling (e.g., by
ing a fan), and the need to protect both the power transistors and the motor from
rrent overloads by using current limiting. The last of these factors is particularly
portant in robotic applications since it is not at all uncommon for a stall to occur in the
iddle of a move due to the manipulator coming into contact with a foreign object that
s accidentally found its way into the workspace. Clearly, one or more motors will stall
this case and some type of protection is absolutely essential in order to prevent
amplifier and/or motor damage or destruction. Current limiting is one such technique,
although fusing of motors and software methods.
2.9.2 Pulse-Width-Modulated Amplifiers
One of-the major difficulties with the linear amplifiers described in the preceding
section is that, very often, the output is only a fraction of the total supply voltage, for
example, during the initial or final portions of a move or when the move is deliberately
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ormed at low speeds. This is accomplished by operating the power transistors in
ir active (i.e., linear) regions, which means that the collector-to-emitter voltage drop
E of the transistor(s) that is (are) conducting is significant. Consequently, the power
ipated in the collector (i.e., the product of collector current and the collector-toitter voltage) can be large (on the order of tens of watts and sometimes as high as
W), so the transistors and heat sinks must be sized accordingly. Although it is
inly possible to obtain these large transistors with the technology currently
ilable, the added cost incurred is not always warranted. Fortunately, it is now
ible to use a different approach that is generally more cost-effective (i.e., pulse
modulation, PWM).
With the advent of power transistors that can be switched at megahertz rates, the
of PWM amplifiers to drive servomotors in robotic applications, as well as other
mental motion applications, has become quite practical and attractive. The major
antage of a switched device over a linear device is that in the former the power
istor is either "off' or in (or close to) saturation. In either case, the power dissipated
collector is considerably less than in an equivalent linear amplifier. This is easily
rstood by recognizing that since little or no collector current flows when the
istor is turned off, the power dissipation is quite small. When current does flow,
ver, the transistor is in saturation, which means that the drop across its collector is
1 or 2 V. Thus the dissipation is still quite small (i.e., under 12 W for a continuous
ature current of 6 A). An equivalent linear device might dissipate 72 W (assuming a
-V drop across the collector).
Just as with linear servo amplifiers, PWM devices can be of the Hor T type and
same comments concerning the advantages and disadvantages of both are
inent (see Figures 2-19. and 2-20.). However, unlike the linear case, the output
ıge of the Tor H circuit will be almost equal to the full value of either the positive or
tive de supply voltage (see Figure 2-21.).
How can these types of signals provide the required variation in armature voltage
hence rotor speed? The answer to this question is found by recognizing that the
motor is a low-pass filter. With Ts defined as the period of the switching signal
eform, then if the radian switching frequency oıs = 21t/TS >> oıs the electrical pole of
motor (i.e., oıs > 100 roe), the filtering action of the motor will cause the effective
ture voltage to be the "average value" of the waveforms in Figure 2-21.,
The waveforms in Figure 2-21., it is seen by inspection that the motor will not
·e for the square wave in part (a) because (Varm)ave = O. Whereas the nonzero
ge value of this quantity for the waveforms in (b) and (c) will prod~ce rotor motion.
·11 not be strictly correct if the switching frequency i's too low. For example, if it is only
1 O times higher than the electrical pole of the motor, the effective armature
e will be somewhat less than the average value and the armature current may
·bit significant ripple.

I

In actual use, a PWM servomotor drive can be made to produce practically any
of acceleration, velocity, or position profile that might be required in a given
ication. For example, if it is desired to cause a servomotor to turn with a trapezoidal
·ty profile (see Figure 2-22), this can be achieved by making the pulse width, Tp in
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ıgure 2-21, vary trapezoidally with time. In a robotic application the joint processor
verts the velocity error samples into equivalent values of Tp. This is accomplished
causing the associated control logic to command the appropriate power transistor(s)
the PWM amplifier to turn on for Tp milliseconds. In view of the discussion of the
eding paragraph, faithful reproduction of the desired profile will occur only provided
ıt the switching frequency is "high enough." This statement, in effect, implies that the
uency must be chosen so that the sampling theorem is satisfied.
Unlike the linear servo amplifier, there is another cause of power dissipation in a
M device, and this places a practical upper limit on the switching frequency.
Since switching cannot physically occur instantaneously but rather takes a finite
e T., the power transistors spend a portion of the switching cycle in the active region
:see Figure 2-21 c). If the switching rate is extremely high, it is possible for this time to
me a significant portion of the overall switching period, with the result that the
rail power dissipation can be quite large, approaching that of the linear ease. As a
sequence, practical PWM servo amplifiers usually work at switching rates of 1 to 15
. (The lower limit is often determined by human factors, since a low-frequency
··ching rate can produce annoying and sometimes intolerable audible noise.)

.3 Effects of Feedback in Servo Amplifiers
In this section the effect of using voltage, current, and combined voltage and
ent feedback with the power amplifier is Considered. The reader should recall that
use of feedback can "stabilize" whatever quantity is being fed back. Thus, in the
of voltage feedback, an amplifier's output voltage is held constant regardless of
nges in the load s impedance. This is sometimes referred to as a voltage-stabilized
plifier. Figure 2-23 shows the voltage-current Characteristics for an amplifier with
ge feedback and a corresponding op amp implementation. Note that the
ection of any single constant resistance line with a particular constant-voltage
ut Curve defines an operating point. It is important to understand that regardless of
value of the load resistance, the voltage-stabilized amplifier will produce an output
which are proportional to both the input Vin and the gain factor Vvt (units of v/v).
. 4 Voltage amplifier driving a servomotor
A de servomotor driven by an amplifier utilizing voltage feedback is shown in
re 2-24ab. As discussed in previous sections, this amplifier usually consists of a
r stage preceded by a preamplifier (normally implemented by an op amp). The
cteristic of the device is that it has low output impedance and is therefore termed a
e amplifier. It is convenient to think of a system utilizing this group of components
producing a voltage-controlled velocity.
The voltage amplifier itself will have a finite bandwidth, and in most robot
icationsa single-pole model will adequately represent its frequency). Thus we will me that its transfer function is given by
Av[
Vout(s)
Vin(s) - 1 + sta

(2-1)
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Figure 1· l. 5. (a) Servomotor driven by an amplifier with current feedback; (b)
block diagram representation of part (a). [Part (b) redrawn with permission of
Electro-Craft Corp., Hopkins, MN. J
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..ııere 1h:a is the amplifier radian frequency bandwidth and Avf is the magnitude of the
, given by the relationship

~ı

IAvf = Rm

(2-2)

re 2-24b show-s a block diagram representation of a de servomotor driven t)v such
amplifier. The overall transfer function of this configuration is obtained by multiplying
transfer functions of Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2) and relates the motor shaft speed
form) to the input voltage (transform). Thus

Q(s)

--Vin(s) -

(Kt I La!t)
s+[(Ra!t+LaB)]s+(KtKe+raB)I

Avf

La!t(I+sı-a)

*--'-(I+sra)

(2-3)

important point to note in this equation is that the use of voltage feedback has not
ed the location of the motor poles. This, of course, assumes that no loading exists
•ııeen the two devices, which is true for a zero-output impedance amplifier .

.5 Current amplifier driving a servomotor
An alternative method of driving a servomotor is with a current amplifier (high
ance source), as shown in Figure 2-25ab. The reader will recall that an amplifier
current feedback produces a constant output current for a given input voltage.
ination of the dynamic equations of a de servomotor reveals that this implies that
terms associated with the electrical behavior (e.g., armature resistance and
ance together with the back EMF Constant) do nest influence the current actually
delivered to the motor. * By using the Laplace transforms of equestions, ignoring
constant-torque terms for the same reasons given in previous section .

Ktla(s) ~ (sJt + B)Q(s)

(2-4)

q, (2-4) ii rearran5ed to obtain a transfer function relating armature current to shaft
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O(s) _

Kt

(2-5)

Ja(s) - s.It+B

tion (2-5) can be viewed as modeling a device that produces a current-controlled
ity. Another way of looking at this result is to recognize that since torque is
rtional to armature current, a current amplifier actually produces torque control.
reality, the current amplifier has a finite bandwidth and can be modeled as

Ai

Iout(s)
Vin(s) - 1 + s ta

(2-6)

1fta is again the amplifier bandwidth and Ai, the gain of the amplifier (units of
res/volt), is a function of the input, feedback, and sense resistors. That is,

!Ai= R:&ı

(2-7)

Eq.(2-7) it is assumed that Rs<< Rb.
overall transfer function of a motor driven by a current amplifier is the product of the
ster functions in Eqs. (2-5) and (2-6), so that
O(s) =

Vin(s)

KtAi

(2-B)

(sJt + B)(l + sı-a)

ure 2-25b shows a block diagram representation of this system. Comparison of Eqs.
-3) and (2-8) indicates that the poles of the motor have been altered by the use of
nt feedback. In fact, the motor is seen to behave like a one-pole, rather than a
pole device. Note that only the mechanical parameters of the system (i.e., the total
ia Jt and the viscous damping B have an effect on the behavior of the servo. It can
shown that the elimination of the pole (sometimes referred to as the electrical pole)
to the armature elements results in a larger velocity loop bandwidth.

.
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In this chapter we have presented a detailed discussion of the typical control
•:tLJre used in each of the joints of a modern industrial robot. It has been
[ıııınonstrated that we must ensure that the position servo bandwidth is large enough to
tr s educe faithfully the profile of the desired position (thereby keeping the tracking error
within bounds) but not so large as to permit the servo to respond to the individual
es (i.e., the set points). It has also been found necessary to include an integrator
rt of the servo loop's compensator due to the gravitational and friction disturbances
invariably act on most of the joints of a robot. Thus it is not surprising that a typical
servo utilizes a PIO controller. We have also found that most robots either employ
le position sensor (on each axis, e.g., an incremental encoder), and derive the
.ı·-c.;+,:ity digitally from the information provided by this device, or else both an encoder
an analog tachometer are utilized to provide the required position and velocity data.
addition to the material on the operation of the servo itself, we have presented
··ed information on a variety of robotic actuators, including the de servomotor.
meooer (both rotary and linear) and brushless motors, and finally, a novel type of direct
motor that has already been incorporated into a commercial, high performance
a
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Figure 3·-1 , Wire wound potentiome
ter ("pot"). Wiper makes physical
contact with wires on the resistive coil.
Note: point "a" corresponds to z~ro
output (i.e., zero resistance): (a) ro
tary-output proportional tu O; (b) 'lin
ear-output proportional to "d."

TER 3. ROBOTICS SENSORY DEVICES
TRODUCTION
In this chapter we describe the operation of a variety of sensory devices that
are now used on robots or may be used in the future. In general, it is found that
arc inherently digital devices, whereas others are essentially analog in nature.
rs can be divided into two basic classes. The first, called internal state sensors,
-Ri<is~ts of devices used to measure position, velocity, or acceleration of robot joints
the end affecter. Specifically, the following devices that fall into this class will be
; aı:::ssed:

ros

r inductive scales
rential transformers (i.e., LVDTs and RVDTs)

ical encoders (absolute and incremental)

NONOPTICAL-POSITION SENSORS
In this section we discuss the. operation and applications of simple internal state
9!nCU'lrs that can be used to monitor joint position. Included are the potentiometer,
ro, resolver, and LVDT. It will be seen that some of these devices are inherently
mıaıog and some are digital in nature.
•.
•
1 Potentiometers
The simplest device that can be used to measure position is the potentiometer or
"Applied to robots, such devices can be made to monitor either angular position of
volute joint or linear position of a prismatic joint. As shown in Figure 3-1, a pot can
Constructed by winding a resistive element in a coil configuration. By applying a de
ge Vs across the entire resistance R. the voltage Vout, is proportional to the linear or
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Figure 3-2
characteristics

Output of a pot showing the theoretical
as a function of angular p~sition e.

linear and actual nonlinear

S,

-o--.,.,

/

/

Figure )-3
A two-element (control transmitter CX and control transformer
CT) synchro system used to measure angular displacement.
fl is the relative angle
between the rotors of CX and CT.

distance of the sliding contact (or "wiper") from reference point a. Mathematically,
resistance of the coil between the wiper and the reference is r, then
Vout = (r/R)Vs
For the pot to be a useful position sensor, it is important that the resistance r be
related to the angular distance traveled by the wiper shaft. Although it is
"ble to obtain pots that are nominally linear, there is always some deviation from
...-tty as shown in Figure 3-2. Generally, the nonlinearity of a pot (expressed as a
mıaınt) is defined as the maximum deviation from the ideal straight tine compared to
II-scaleoutput. That is,
-.rty

ô

N.L. = 100 (BNmax)
The inevitable presence of this nonlinearity in any pot makes its use in systems
7 ece excellent accuracy measurement is required difficult and often impractical.
except in the case of robots where extreme accuracy is not needed (such as in
I 2 rational devices), the pot is not generally used as a primary positionmonitoring
ıımnııtnr. In a later section of this chapter, it will be seen, however, that it is possible to
this type of device as one of the components in a positionmeasuring scheme.

As mentioned above a significant practical problem with the pot is that it requires
ıysical contact in order to produce an output. There are, however, a variety of
·ng devices and techniques that avoid this difficulty. The first one that we discuss is
synchro, a rotary transducer that converts angular displacement into an ac voltage
ac voltage into an angular displacement. Historically, this device was used
sively during World War II, but technological innovations that produced other
..-;on-sensing elements caused it to fall from favor. In recent years however,
mııances in solid-state technology have again made the cincher a possible alternative
certain types of systems, among them robots. Normally, a cincher system is made
a number of separate three-phase components [e.g., the control transmitter (CX),
:&ıbol transformer (CT), and control differential transmitter (COX)]. These elements all
on essentially the principle of the rotating transformer. Typically, two or three of the
•rıces are used to measure angÜlar position or the difference between this and a
-.nıand position (i.e., the position error). For example, consider the two-element
m shown in Figure 3-3. It is observed that an ac voltage is applişd to the rotor of
CX and that the wye-configured stators of the
and CX are connected in parallel.
elementary transformer theory, it can be shown that the magnitude of the
•• ıSformer rotor voltage Vout(t) is dependent on the relative angle o between the rotors
CX and CT. In particular, this output voltage is

er

Vout{t') = Vm sin 0 sin roact

(3-1)
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re Vm and roac are, respectively, the amplitude and radian frequency of the
rence (or "carrier") ac voltage. Those readers familiar with elementary
munications theory will recognize that Eq. (3-1) represents an amplitude-modulated
ion. The difference between the radio AM and synchro AM signals is, of course,
the modulation of the carrier in the latter case is due to the relative angular position
of the CT rotor with respect to that of the CX rotor. In the former case, however, the
ulation is achieved through the application of another voltage signal that varies with

From Eq. (3-1) and Figure 3-3, it is seen that the output voltage has its maximum
gnitude when the two rotors are at right angles to one another and that it İS zero
n they are at either parallel or antiparallel. As a consequence, the CT İS sometimes
rred to as a "null detector." It is important to understand that in practice, the null is
er exactly zero when the two rotors line up because of nonlinearities and electrical
oalances in the windings. These can produce "residual voltages" on the order of 60
ıV (for a 115-V ac input). Due to the mathematical nature of a sine function, Vout(t) will
approximately linearly related to O if - 70° < e < 70°. It is for this reason that where a
ar relationship between output and angular position is important, the synchro must
used about an operating point of e = 0°.
Ideally, the ac signals from the CX are in phase with those produced at the CT.
ever, physical differences in the structures of the two devices that are inevitably
nt produce phase shifts that may be undesirable. A synchro control differential
smitter (COX) is sometimes used to adjust the phase shift between the two synchro
its. Such a device may also be used to produce a variable phase shift in applications
re this is required, this is illustrated in figure 3-4. Here the angular relationship
een the master and slave rollers can be adjusted during the running of the process
rotating the shaft of the COX.
The use of a two-element synchro in a "classical" position servo application is
trated in Figure 3-5. It is observed that the command or input (i.e., the angle 01) will
uce a command voltage from the CX. The CT will then produce an error voltage in
rdance with Eq. (3-1), where e = 01 - 02. This error signal is amplified and causes
servomotor to rotate until e is again zero. In such an application, the two-element
hro provides a rugged, reliable, and costeffective method of monitoring position
r. However, the reader can readily appreciate that because of the need to convert
command position into a physical.anqular rotation of the CX rotor, such a system is
always practical in applications requiring the interfacing to digital devices. Thus, as
tioned above, it is not surprising'that with the advent of microprocessor-controlled
:ems, synchros were quickly discarded in favor of other position-sensing methods
••
e compatible with digital systems.
Recently, however, a number of advances in digital and hybrid technologies have
uced a variety of devices that permit synchro systems to be easily interfaced with
ital systems. For example, the digital-to-synchro (D/S) converter shown in figure 3-6,
aces the CX in the position servo of figure 3-5. A digital position command signal
a computer (e.g., the master) is transformed into a three-phase ac voltage by the
converter. (This voltage corresponds to that produced by the CX due to a physical
ıtion of e1.) The CT once again acts as a position error sensor and the system
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ves in a manner that is identical to that of the one in figure 3-5. The use of the D/S
ımnverter produces a position servo that is part digital and part analog.
1 Resolvers
The resolver is actually a form of synchro and for that reason is often called a
hro resolver". One of the major differences between the two devices is that the
and rotor windings of the resolver are displaced mechanically 90° to each other
ilııtead of 120° as is the case with the synchro. The most common form of resolver has
· le rotor and two stator windings.as shown in figure 3-7. With the rotor excited by
ac carrier voltage B sin roact, the two stator voltages become

r..,,-

V1-3(t)= Vsin9sinroact

(3-2)

V2-4(t)= VsinOsinroact

(3-3)

Where e is the resolver shaft angle. It should be clear that such a device could,
often is, used in much the same way as the synchro CX to monitor shaft angle.
An alternative form of a resolver has two stator and two rotor windings. In actual
, the carrier voltage may be applied to any of these. For example, if the former is
as an input, the unused stator winding is normally shorted. The output voltages
identical to those given in Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3) and are monitored across the rotor
ings. Alternatively, one rotor winding can be used as the input with the two-stator
ings being used as the outputs.
To utilize a resolver in a servo system, it is usually necessary to employ two
mııoıvers in much the same way as was done with the synchro system of figure 3-4.
re 3-8 shows a resolver transmitter (RX} and resolver control transformer (RT) in a
le position servo. Again, the reader should note that RX and RT are used to obtain
difference between the actual and desired angles (i.e., 61 - 82). It is important to
rstand that although angular position can be monitored using a single resolver [see
. (3-2) and (3-3)), this is usually not done in servo-controlled devices because of the
to utilize an error signal to drive the system actuator.
As in the case of the synchro, there has recently appeared a series of special
se chips that permit one of the elements of a resolver servo system to be
inated. For example, the Analog~Devices Solid-State Resolver Control Transformer
CT 1621) shown in figure 3-9 can be used in place of an RT. As can be seen, a 14digital representation of a command input ¢ and the analog output of an RX.
senting the actual angle fig are input to the DIR converter. The output of this
ice is then an analog voltage that is proportional to e - cp. This chip is a hybrid since it
only includes the digital and analog circuits necessary to process the two input
les but also has on board the appropriate input and output transformers. The only
ifıcant difference between a 0/R and a DIS converter is in the transformer
figurations.
A position servo utilizing such a chip is shown in figure 3-10. Note that since the
ut of the 0/R converter (or DRC) is an ac voltage, it is necessary to use an ac
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Figure 3··11
A tracking resolver-to-digital converter. The ~X senses the actuul-posuiçn
O. The chip outputs a digitized version of this angle. The velocity is dO!dı and is au analog
quantity. (Redrawn with permission of Analog,Dcvices, Inc.. Norwood, MA:· Froın Syıı
clıro and Resolver Conversion, Fig. 3-3, p. 46, ©•1980 Memory Devices, Ltd., Surrey. UK.)
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Figure J-12,. MoHırnctics resolver: (a) sketch showing currcnt ,.ıil;J tlux'"p.ıtlıs.
(Redrawn \vith pcrın,isslon nf B. Powell aıİd Motornctics ~orp ..
sul~siJiary ol
NSK, Santa Rosa, CA. From 1.8. Cushing. ''1 New HighAocuracy Angular
Position Transducer" Proc. of Motor-Cou. April. llJX.t. p. 2~-.ı. Fig. I.); (h) portion
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together with a phase-sensitive detector and integrator to obtain the
iate drive signal to the servo amplifier. As in the case of a comparable synchro
is servo is functionally a hybrid since the command signal is digital, whereas
••••
....;it...,ored position (and the error) is analog in nature.
the control systems used in robots, to have a digital representation of the
ular position of either the actuator shaft or the joint itself. The tracking RDC
Figure 3-11 accomplishes this. Here the RX is connected, either directly or
a gear train, to the shaft that is to be monitored. The converter then "tracks" the
le outputting a digitized version of it. Thus it can be seen that the RDC takes
•ıııace of both an RT and an ADC. Unlike the ADC, however, the tracking RDC
lııııtically performs a conversion whenever the input voltage from the RX changes
hold value, as determined by the resolution of the RDC. For example, if a 12ııınverter is used, a minimum angular change of 0.088° (360/22) in the resolver shaft
· te a conversion. Note that unlike many AID converters, there is no need to
e RID externally.
Tracking synchro-to-digital (SID) converters are also now available. The only
llııence between these devices and the RDC discussed above is that configuration of
t transformer on the chip is different since it must accept a three-phase rather
a two-phase voltage. Insofar as the user is concerned, however, the devices are
I Ecal.

bz

THE MOTORNETICS RESOLVER
As mentioned previously, a new type of motor with the trade name megatorque
introduced in the early 1980s. Capable of producing the extremely large torques
· ed by direct-drive robots, the motor would have been less attractive in this
•+:ation without the concurrent development of a high-resolution position sensor.
nately, such a sensor was developed by Motornetics Corporation [1,2]
As shown in Figure 3-12ab, in schematic cross section and actually appears
fabricated, this novel reluctance-based type of resolver has annular ring geometry
consists of a single multipole toothed stator with windings together with a toothed
without windings. In effect, the primary and secondary windings are combined so
all of the active magnetic area İs utilized. This causes the sensor's accuracy to be
ved and its signal level to be increased. In addition, it needs only a total of tour
, which is an extremely important benefit in robot applications.
Although the stator and rotor of the Motornetics Resolver have the same number
teeth, tooth alignment varies in unison every third pole. This is accomplished by
ging the mechanical phasing of the teeth of each pole (with respect to the
ediate neighbors on either side of any tooth) by ~one-third of a teeth pitch. The
er can easily verify that such is the case from Figure 3-12a. Electrically, every third
ing İS connected in series so that the self- and mutual inductances (with respect to
other two phases) vary cyclically. The cycle repeats each time the rotor moves one
plete tooth pitch. In this way the mechanical angle is equal to the electrical angle
kıed by the number of rotor teeth N.* For example, if N = 150, the device can be
ught of as behaving like a standardresolver placed on the input side of a 150: 1
d reducer since the electrical signal will go through 150 cycles for each mechanical
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shifted by
% period (90 degrees)

Two windings

(al '

(b)

Figure ~~/3 Linear Inductosyn: (a) sketch of slider and scale with windings shown mag
nified. (Redrawn with permission 'of Farrand Controls, a division of Farrand Industries,
lnc., Valhalla~NY.); (b) photo of actual device. (Courtesy of Farrand Controls, a division
of Farrand Industries, Valhalla, N\.)

·'

ution.
Although the Motornetics Resolver's three-phase nature makes it more closely
ımemble a synchro, electronic circuits are normally used to modify the signals so that
commonly available RDCs can be used to digitize the analog position information.
irly inexpensive 10-bit RDC will produce an overall resolution of 153,600 (150 x
:4) "counts" per motor revolution. The corresponding number for a 12-bit RDC is
,400. In either case, this is considerably greater than the resolution generally used
ustrial robots of the mid-1980s (e.g., in the order of 40,000 to 60,00() counts/rev).
ver, as robot resolution requirements increase, it is clear that this sensor will be a
idate in certain applications.
It is important to understand that unlike the standard single-cycle resolvers
ribed in the preceding section, the multiple-cycle device is an incremental position
sing device rather than an absolute one. This means that when a robot utilizing such
sensor is powered up, the true position is unknown since the actual position is
ermined only within one cycle, but there is no way to know which cycle, of the
ible N. is being sensed. The apparent difficulty is easily overcome by first causing
robot to execute a calibration procedure. For example, all joints may be driven
ithout regard to the position sensors' outputs) until they encounter mechanical end
ps. Then the motors are reversed, causing the robot joints to "back away" a specified
mber of "counts" from these end stops. All digital position counters are then zeroed.
o obtain absolute position information it is only necessary for the hardware to keep
ck of both the count and the cycle number, which can easily be done.
3.4 THE INDUCTOSYN
A device that is used extensively in numerically controlled machine tools is the
uctosyn, a registered trademark of Farrand Controls, Inc., which developed it.
nowledged to be one of the most accurate means of measuring position, it is
capable of accuracies of 0.1 mil linear or 0.00042° rotary.
In actual operation, the lnductosyn is quite similar to the resolver. Regardless of
ether the configuration is linear or rotary, there are always two magnetically coupled
components, one of which moves relative to the other. For example, consider the linear
uctosyn shown in Figure 3-13. The fixed element is referred to as a scale and the
,ving element as a slider. Both of these are fabricated using printed-circuit
hnology, which is one of the major reasons for the high degree of accuracy that is
achievable.A rectangular-wave copper track having a cyclical pitch of 0.1, 0.2, or 2 mm
normally bonded to the substrate material. The scale usually has one continuous
track that may be many inches long (e.g., 10, 20, or longer). The slider, on the other
nd, is about 4 in. long and consists of two separate tracks of the same pitch as the
scale but separated from one another by 4 of a period (or 90°). The slider is
echanically able to travel over the entire length of the scale, the gap between these
two elements being about S mils. (An electrostatic screen is placed between them to
prevent accidental short circuits due to externally applied-forces.)
As in the case of the resolvei:"an ac voltage V sin e is applied to the scale. Here,
however. The carrier frequency (coac/21t) is in the range 5 to 10 kHz. The output at the
two-slider tracks is then
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Vs1 = V sin {21tXIS) sin oact
Vs2

=

V cos {21tXIS) sin react

(3-4)
(3-5)

Where X is the linear distance along the scale and S is the wave pitch. The
itude of the sinusoidally varying input voltage is modulated spatially in much the
manner as the resolver [e.g., see Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5)]. Unlike the resolver,
ver, this spatial variation repeats every cycle of the scale track. Moreover, since
(3-4) and (3-5) represent the average voltage across a number of poles (i.e.,
qıdes) of the scale, any variations in the pitch and/or conductor spacing are minimized,
· contributing to the high degree of accuracy achievable with the device.
In its rotary form, shown in Figure 3-14, the stator (surprisingly) corresponds to
slider of the linear lnductosyn. Two separate rectangular track waveforms are
.ılıced radially on a circular disk. Again there are separate sine and cosine tracks,
, because they alternate physically, permit most of the error due to spacing
. aiations to be averaged out. As a consequence, the rotary lnductosyn is probably the
accurate means currently available for monitoring position in commercial machine
As mentioned previously, typical accuracies are in the order of ± 0.42
--~~,.,,rees. Note that although laser devices are capable of giving considerably higher
ies, their excessive cost makes them unattractive for this type of application.
The rotor of the rotary lnductosyn corresponds to the scale of the linear device in
has a single, continuous, and almost rectangular printed track. Typically, there are
i
ıhere from 128 to 1024 cycles (or 256 to 2048 "poles") on the disk. Because of the
configuration, however, the ac input voltage is applied to the rotor using brushes
ip rings. (A brushless configuration is also possible.) The output voltage of the
ice is monitored across the stator and has the same form as that shown in Eqs. (3-4)
5) except that (21tXIS) is replaced by Ne/2, where N is the number of poles of the
and e is the angle of rotation of the rotor with respect to the stator.
In actual operation, either form of lnductosyn can be used like a resolver. For
sıple, one lnductosyn can act like a transmitter (RX) and the other like a receiver
· a simple position servo. Alternatively, a resolver can be used as the RX and the
I 7 1osyn as the RC. The advantage of the latter approach, however, is that one
;ıı 5Me rotation of the resolver dl.le to a position command signal will produce only a
cycle motion of the lnductosyn. Thus depending on the resolution of the latter
a ·:e (i.e., the number of cycles per unit length over 360°), use of the lnductosyn
! I' H permit positioning of a machine tool to close tolerances. For example, a Emil
resolution would not be unreasonable at all. "
•
The configuration described above would be potentially attractive for lose in
isrnatic or rotary joints of robots. However, gears or harmonic drives would still
ired to obtain the torque multiplication from actuator to output Thus the added
e lnductosyn, together with the additional electronics needed to digitize its
...
· nals, would probably make the lnductosyn less attractive than other position? Z .Ong sensors. However, if extremely high accuracies are required in the future,
may someday be useful in the design of robots.
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Figure l-1' I. A linear variable differential transformer·(LVDT) "showing the ·
single primary and the two sets of secondary coils. The magnetic core is generally
the moving element of this sensor. (Redrawn with permission of Schacvitz En
gineering, Pennsauken, NJ.)
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Figure 3 -,;'{, Electrical circuit of an LVDT showing the magnetic core. The
secondary coiis are connected in seri~s opposing so that when the core is at or near
the center of the LVDT v0u1(1) is zero. The signal conditioner is used to "de
modulate" v u,(1) and produces a de voltage that is proportional to the core's linear
distance away from the null (center) position. (Redrawn with permission of Schae"
vitz Engineering, Pennsauken, NJ.)
0

NEAR VARIBLE DIFFı:RENTIAL TRANSFORMERS
Another device that is both extremely rugged and capable of accurate position

as rmination is the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT; see Figure 3-15). It is
ed from this figure that the LVDT consists of two parts, one of which is movable
the other fixed. This electromechanical transducer is capable of producing a voltage
rt that is proportional to the displacement of the movable member relative to the
one. Units having sensitivities on the order of 1 mV/mil with full-scale ranges of +
mils to several inches are available. Because LVDTs are analog devices, they
tially have a resolution that is limited only by the external monitoring device (e.g.,
meter).
A common design of the LVDT has three equally spaced coils (LP, Ls1, and Ls2)
a cylindrical coil form (see Figure 3-15). This is usually the stationary element. A rod
d magnetic core is also positioned axially inside the coil assembly and is free to
back and forth. The purpose of this moving element is to provide a magnetic path
e flux linking the three coils.
To understand the operation of the LVDT, we consider the equivalent electrical
it of the device shown in Figure 3-16. As can be seen, an ac voltage is applied to
the primary side of the coil structure (this corresponds to the center coil in Figure 3. Since Lsı and Ls2 on the secondary side are connected in series opposing (note the
··;on of the dots on the windings), Vout{t} will be zero if the coupling between the
ary and each of the secondary windings is the same (i.e., the voltage induced in
coils will be the same). A little thought should convince the reader that this
ition will exist when the magnetic core is positioned exactly in the center of the coil
mbly.
If, however, the core is moved away from the central position, the coupling
·een Lsı and Lp will differ from that of Ls2 and Lp. For example, the former will
·ease, whereas the latter will decrease. Consequently, the voltage induced in Lsı and
will increase and decrease, respectively, with respect to their center core values.
us Vout(t) will be nonzero.
6 OPTICAL POSITION SENSORS
As we have seen, the sensors discussed in the previous sections can
retically be used to determine the position of a robotic joint. However, for one or
e practical reasons, doing so is not possible or often difficult and/or inconvenient.
other class of sensor, utilizing optical hardware and techniques, can quite frequently
used to perform the position determination task with relative ease and surprising
accuracy.We now discuss such devices and their application to robotics'
3.6.1 Opto-lnterrupters
It will be recalled that point-to-point-type robots require only that the beginning
and end points be accurately. The actual path between these points is not important,
and hence little or no position information is utilized by the robot's control system except
at the trajectory endpoint. The actuators drive the joints of the robot until the final
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·--on is sensed, at which time the actuating signals are removed. In effect, an open
control scheme is used. "Programming" is accomplished by moving the endpoint
rs to different locations.
It might appear that a simple mechanical switch (or micro switch) is an ideal
ıevıce for this application. However, because of the need to interface the switch with a
processor, the inevitable contact bounce problem and the limited life expectancy
e this approach relatively impractical for commercial robots. (It is used in
,...cational-type robots, however.)
An optical technique can be used to produce the required ability to sense "end of
I" without the problems associated with mechanical switches. Called an opto
pter, its operation is quite easily understood. Consider the arrangement shown in
re 3-17. A transparent disk with at least one dark sector is placed between a light
···er (e.g., an LED) and a light receiver or sensor (e.g., a phototransistor). Light will
the receiver until rotation of the disk causes the "black flag" to block it. A binary or
ff'' signal can be generated and used to sense the endpoint of travel. For example,
output (i.e., the collector) of the phototransistor will be low as long as light impinges
the transistor's base. On the other hand, the collector voltage will be high when there
light.
The block diagram of a simple electronic circuit that makes use of such a sensor
drive a robot axis to the end of travel is shown in Figure 3-18. Here the system is
ated by momentarily closing the start switch. The motor will continue to rotate until
black flag on the disk prevents light from reaching the light sensor. When this
rs, the motor voltage is turned off and the axis coasts to a stop. (If desired,
itional circuitry can be added to produce dynamic braking, thereby stopping the
:or much more quickly.)
A possible realization of the logic and sensor electronics is shown in Figure 3-19.
waveforms of the digital signals S1, S2, and $3 are shown in Figure 3-20. To
erstand the operation of this circuit, recall that the output of a NANO gate will be low
e., O volts or "logical zero") only when both inputs (S1 and S2 in this instance) are high
e., "logical 1" or for TIL logic circuits, 5 V). Any other combination of input signals will
use the output of the NANO gate to be high. Thus if the black flag on the disk is
···ally placed in the slot of the optd-ınterrupter, the collector of the phototransistor will
about 5 V, so that S1 will be high. In addition, if the one-shot and debounce circuit is
igned so that its output is normally high and goes low only when the one-shot is
· gered by the start switch being grounded, S2 will"normally be high• also. Therefore,
signal to the motor drive circuitry is low and the motor does not turn.
As seen in Figure 3-20, when the start switch is depressed, S2 goes low, which in
m causes $3 to go high. The motor begins to rotate and will continue to do so until the
ck flag again interrupts the light, reaching the base of the phototransistor. It is
portant to note that this simple circuit permits only unidirectional rotation of the motor.
us if it were used to actuate an axis of a simple robot, the manipulator would be
mited to motion in one direction only. More complex circuitry would be required to
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uce bidirectional motion. In addition, as shown in this example,
uite limited since there would be only a single endpoint. More
ined simply by utilizing more than one flag placed at appropriate
, "programming" such a robot axis would consist of producing
correct number of flags at the proper locations.

such a robot would
endpoints could be
places on the disk.
a special disk with

Optical Encoders
One of the most widely used position sensors is the optical encoder. Capable of
lutions that are more than adequate for robotic applications, these noncontact
ory devices come in two distinct classes: (I) absolute and (2) incremental. In the
er case, the encoder is able to give the actual linear or rotational position even if
r has just been applied to the electromechanical system using the sensor. Thus a
,t joint equipped with an absolute encoder will not require any calibration cycle since
controller will immediately, upon power-up, know the actual joint position.
This is not so in the case of the incremental encoder, however. Such a sensor
y provides positional information relative to some reference point. A robot utilizing an
·ementalencoder must, therefore, first execute a calibration sequence before "true"
itional information can be obtained. Although either linear or rotary encoders for
of the foregoing classes are available, the rotary device is almost exclusively used
robotic applications. One of the most important reasons for this is that revolute joints
outnumber prismatic ones in robots currently being manufactured. Even for joints
t move in a linear fashion, as in the case of a spherical coordinate manipulator, the
ar encoder is normally much more costly, and so rotary encoders are still employed.
erefore we restrict the discussion to the latter type, although much of what is said will
ply directly to the linear sensor.
.6.3 Rotary absolute encoders
As mentioned above, the absolute encoder is capable of giving the correct rotary
sition at all times even after power-up has occurred. The device produces a separate
and unique coded word for each shaft position, and unlike the incremental encoder,
every reading is independent of the preceding one. A major advantage of the absolute
encoder is that even if system power is accidentally lost (due to a power outage or relay
ip, for example) the device will "reniember" where it is and will report this to the system
as soon as power is restored. Calibration of machines using this type of encoder is,
therefore, maintained even if the position of the rotating member is moved when the
•
power is off.
"
3.6.4 Absolute encoders usually consist of three major elements:
1. A multiple-track (or channel) light source
2. A multiple-channel light receiver
3. A multiple-track rotary disk
I
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Figui-e l-2:3 An irıcrcnıcntal encoder disk having 200 radial lines. ı\ rcsoh'iıion
uf 1.8" is possible with such a device.• (Courtesy of Dynamics Research Corp.,
Wilmington, MA.)

I 976.)

lly, light emanating from a linear, N-element light source (e.g., LEDs) is made to
at right angles through the disk and is received (or collected) by a corresponding
array of N light sensors (e.g., phototransistors) mounted on the opposite side of
isk (see Figure 3-21). The disk is divided into circumferential tracks and radial

llıb"s. Absolute rotational information is obtained by utilizing one of several possible
formats. For example, Figure 3-22 shows a four-track ts-sector pure binary-coded
Other coding schemes that can be used include binary-coded decimal (BCD) and
code. It can be seen from Figure 3-22 that the resolution of the disk is 22.5°
16) since one complete disk revolution is 360° and there arc 16 sectors. If the
9llded areas are assumed to represent a binary "1" and the clear areas a binary "O,"
outputs of each of the four light sensors will represent a 4-bit sequence of ones and
. For the binary code used in Figure 3-22, the decimal equivalent of this number is
actual sector number. As an example, if sector 11 is in the region of the LEDs, the
of the photo transistors will be 1011 or decimal 11. It is clear from this discussion
the absolute disk position is known simply by reading the photodetector outputs.
In practice, it is possible to produce absolute encoders with up to 13 separate
nets (i.e., 13 bits} which means that resolutions of up to 360/2(square)13 = 0.044°
possible for a single complete rotation of the disk. Often, however, it is necessary
ıe device being monitored by the encoder to undergo many rotations. Since it is
that the coded binary sequence repeats for each complete disk cycle, something
is needed. In this case it is possible to use a second disk placed on the same shaft
the first but geared down so that a complete revolution of the first moves the second
y a distance of one sector The first one is used for absolute positional information for
single shaft revolution, whereas the second disk gives the actual rotation number.
6.5 Optical incremental encoders
As mentioned above, optical incremental encoders are widely used to monitor
·nt position on robots. In addition, they are the sensor of choice in a variety of machine
ls, including lathes, x-y tables, and electronic chip wire and hybrid die bonders. The
ıjor reason is that they are capable of producing excellent resolution at a significantly
'er cost than a comparable absolute device. However, absolute position information
can be obtained only by first having the robot or other machine tool perform a calibration
ration. This is usually not considered to be a major disadvantage, since such an
ration generally has to be executed only after power has been applied. It is
portant to understand that if power is accidentally lost during an operation, calibration
ust be performed again since the incremental encoder has no "memorg."
Just as in the case of the absolute device, the incremental encoder in its simplest
rm consists of a disk, an LED light source, and a corresponding set of light receivers
e.g., phototransistors}. However, there are significant differences between the two. For
example, there are usually only a single LED and four photodetectors. Also, the thin
irculator disk (usually made of glass, Mylar, or metal) contains a single track consisting
of N radial lines, as shown in Figure 3-23. The resolution of an encoder containing such
a disk is normally defined as the number of lines, N. This implies that the encoder can
resolve an angular position equal to 360°/N. Typically, encoders with resolutions of 100,
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28, 200, 256, 500, 512, 1000, 1024, 2000, and 2048 lines are available, meaning that
gular resolutions ranging from 3.6° down to 0.175° are achievable. Generally, in robot
plications, 200- to 1000-line disks are quite adequate, even where it is necessary to
sition a part or tool to within + I or 2 mils. We will shortly see that it is possible to
·ease this resolution electronically. However, before discussing this, let us describe
the incremental encoder produces positional information.
If the encoder disk is mounted on a rotating shaft (e.g., of a servomotor as shown
Figure 3-21), then as the disk turns, light to the photodetectors will be interrupted by
y line on the disk that passes in front of the LED source. rt can be shown that the
ector's output will be a waveform that is approximately sinusoidal. Often, a
parator is used to convert these signals to TTL pulses, thereby making them more
itable for digital systems. There are two problems with this arrangement. The first is
t although a single photodetector will produce a sequence of N TTL pulses per
olution, it should be clear that it will be impossible to determine the direction of
ation of the disk. A second difficulty arises due to variation or drift in light source
d/or ambient light intensity. Since a comparator is used for TTL conversion, the width
the pulses will be quite sensitive to the amount of light collected by the detector. This
an undesirable condition, especially in cases where the disk is spinning at a high rate
speed (e.g., more than 5000 rpm).
Both of these problems can be overcome by employing multiple light sensors.
or example, a second photodetector separated from the first by 90° (electrical) will
uce a second, or B output channel which is identical to the first, or A channel,
cept that it yields TTL signals approximately 90° out of phase with the original ones.
kwise or counterclockwise rotation of a motor shaft can be determined simply by
ing whether A leads or lags B (see Figure 3-24).
The solution of the light-variation problem requires the use of additional
otosensors. To understand this, consider the single-channel encoder (with only a
all, magnified section of the disk indicated) shown in Figure 3-25. Here we have
ced a stationary plate or reticle in front of the light sensor. This component consists
a number of optical "slits" (i.e., lines) and is used to direct light from about 20 lines on
encoder disk to the single photodetector. An overall improvement in performance is
realizedby reducing the encoder's sensitivity to both dirt and variation in tine placement.
In actual operation, when the disk is rotating, the photosensor voltage output will
ry theoretically in a triangular fashion, as shown in Figure 3-26. Actually, the
veform is more nearly sinusoidal, primarily due to the finite line widths in the shutter
embly (i.e., the disk and reticle). The maximum sensor output voltage Emax is
portional to the intensity of. the LED. The minimum voltage Emit is not zero because
ht cannot be fully collimated by the shutter (i.e., there is always some light leakage).
is value can be minimized, however, by reducing the clearance between the shutter
d the light source (e.g., a 1- to 10-mil gap is typical). It is desirable to do this because
usable component of the sensor output is the peak-to-peak value E 1.
If a comparator is used to digitize the sensor output signal, a TIL pulse will be
nerated each time the voltage passes above the average value Eave. This will
retically produce a train of pulses with a 50% duty cycle provided that the disk is
tating at a constant velocity (see Figure 3-27a). However, if Eave drifts due to LED

.
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r ambient light intensity variation or photodetector sensitivity changes (caused by
ed temperature or high-frequency operation), the pulses will no longer have a
duty cycle, as shown in Figure 3-27b. Although at low speeds this is not a problem,
speed applications will cause the pulses to be so narrow as to produce sensing
(i.e., pulses may be missed).
This problem can be overcome by employing a second sensor {and reticle)
180° out of phase with the first, as shown in Figure 3-28. Note that the same
source is used to illuminate both sensors. If the outputs of the two photodetectors
connected in "push-pull" so that the two signals are subtracted, a triangular
form centered about zero and having approximately twice the peak-to-peak
itude of either signal will be generated {see Figure 3-29). In practice, differences in
two sensors cause the average value to differ somewhat from zero. However, this is
nd-order effect and can easily be offset with a bias voltage applied directly to the
nee amplifier.
The push-pull configuration has a number of advantages over a single sensor

mıvice. First and most important, the optical encoder is much less sensitive to variations
average value of the photodetector output since the light sensors will be equally
ed. As a direct consequence, the interpulse spacing variation (at constant velocity)
reduced to about one-half that found for a single sensor unit for the same drift in
ge light intensity. In addition, temperature and/or frequency effects are minimized
use, once again, both sensors are affected to the same degree.
As mentioned above, the single sensor encoder cannot give any information
t the direction of rotation, A little thought should convince the reader that the use of
second photodetector placed 180° out of phase with the first one does not alter this
ation. The encoder obtained is still a single-channel device. To determine direction,
second set of photosensors, placed 90° out of phase with the first set, must be used
shown in Figure 3-30. Here the (push-pull) output of the first set becomes the A
nnel, whereas that of the second is channel B. A typical two-channel output is
n in Figure 3-31. Using the same convention as in Figure 3-24, the situation in
ure 3-31, would represent clockwise (CW) disk rotation. Note, however, that such an
ignment is arbitrary, and therefore one could just as easily consider "A leading B" to
a counterclockwise (CCW) rotation. Which definition is used is unimportant, but
sistency must be maintained.

7 VELOCITY SENSORS
As noted that, a robotic servo must make use of both positiôn and velocity
· nals'to produce the desired manipulator performance. Up to this point, the monitoring
position has been discussed. The question of how one obtains velocity information is
topic of this section.
It is possible to determine the angular velocity of a rotating shaft in several
different ways. For example, the de tachometer has been used extensively for this
purpose in many different control applications, including robotics. In addition to this
analog device, however, it is possible to utilize an optical encoder and a frequency-to-
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ge converter to obtain analog velocity. Alternatively, the optical encoder itself can
made to yield digital velocity information when combined with the appropriate
are. We now discuss, in tum, these various techniques for measuring velocity.
. 1 DC Tachometers
It is well known that rotating the shaft of a de motor will produce an analog
ge that increases (or decreases) with increasing (or decreasing) shaft angular
ity. In effect, the motor becomes a de generator and can therefore be utilized to
sure the shaft speed. Although it is possible to use almost any de motor in this
ication, * de tachometers are usually specially designed devices. There are a
ber of reasons why this is so.
The first and perhaps the most important one is that the tachometer ("tach")
uld produce a de voltage that not only is proportional to the shaft speed but also has
voltage versus speed characteristic that is ideally linear over the entire operating
e. (Some deviation from linearity is usually acceptable at speeds below 100 rpm,
· permits the tach to be most easily used as a velocity sensor in control applications.
malty, the generated voltage produced by a de motor will not possess the degree of
arity required in these cases.
A second reason for not using a motor in such an application is that the tach's
ut voltage should be relatively free of voltage ripple in the operating (i.e., speed)
e of the device. Although a certain amount of ripple is permissible and can usually
handled with a low-pass filter, too much may produce unwanted jitter in the device
·ng controlled. This would be particularly offensive in the case of a robotic
nipulator. In general, a de motor will produce too large a ripple for most control
lications, so a specially designed device is preferable.
The final reason for not using a de motor as a tach is that volume and/or weight
often an important system design consideration. As we mentioned before, this is
ainly the case for the axes of an industrial robot, where the actuator must often be
rried along in the joint itself. Since the tachometer supplies little if any current to the
t of the servo system, the output power requirement of the device is minimal. Thus it
dly makes sense to use a motor in this application, and a smaller device is quite
satisfactory.
It is found that a permanent-magnet iron-copper armature tachometer will satisfy
above-mentioned characteristics. The underlying principle of the tachometer can be
derstood by recalling that a wire moving in a magnetic field will induce a voltage
across the wire that is proportional to its velocity and the sine of the angle between the
gnetic field direction and the coil's plane This angle is 90° when the ~ire's plane and
field are perpendicular to each other and results in the maximum voltage being
veloped.
In practice, the armature's copper (or aluminum) coils are wound longitudinally on
cylindrical piece of iron as shown in Figure 3-32. It can be seen that the ends of the
il are connected to a commutator, which is a segmented ring Here only one coil is
tailed, but normally there will be many (e.g., 11) spaced equally around the circular
ss section. The corresponding commutator will then have twice as many segments
coils. The sliding electrical contact is usually obtained by a set of two or four carbon
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hes which touch the various segments of the commutator.
Based on the above, the operation of the "rotary iron" de tach can be understood.
any single coil rotates in the field of the permanent magnet, the induced voltage
· s sinusoidally with angle. Thus at constant velocity, the voltage will also be
oidal in time. The brush/commutator assembly will act as a rectifying element by
rsing the coil connection for each half of a complete revolution in this manner, a
ting do voltage is produced. All other armature coils will also produce a sinusoidal
ge of differing phase with respect to the first one. Since the coils are evenly
iouted around the armature's cross section, the net voltage output by the brushes is
nearly constant (i.e., de). The small ac component of the voltage that is present is
rred to as ripple. Tachometers currently being manufactured usually produce ripples
about 3 to 5% of the de output.
A more costly alternative to the rotary iron design described above is to use a
ing coil for the armature. In this instance, a significant reduction in weight is
ieved by employing a hollow "cup" whereby most, if not all, of the armature's iron is
oved. This is accomplished by fabricating a rigid cylindrical shell out of the copper
aluminum) coils or skeins using polymer resins and fiberglass. In addition, it is
ible to utilize more coils (e.g., 19 to 23). By eliminating the armature's iron, the
ctance of this type of tachometer is reduced, thereby permitting the ripple voltage to
quite a bit smaller than for a rotary iron device. Typical values are in the order of I
of the de output. Also, because the moving coil design allows more coils to be
ized, the low-speed performance of the tachometer is improved over that obtained by
rotary iron version.
It should be clear that if an analog tachometer is used in a robotic application, the
,ving-coil version is quite probably the more attractive of the two designs because of
reduction in weight. On axes where the actuator is not carried and hence weight is
a consideration, the rotary iron design may be preferable due to the reduced cost.
pite the fact that in this case, the increased ripple can be handled with a low-pass
r, its low-speed performance may still be objectionable, so that the moving-coil
vice may still be the unit of choice.
As of this writing, the most common class of industrial robot that makes use of an
log tachometer is the SCARA. The primary reason is that the configuration of such a
,t does not require the actuator to be lifted against gravity. Recall that the major
es of a SCARA move perpendicular to the gravitational field, thus the added weight of
tach does not present a significant additional burden (i.e., torque load) to either the
omotor or the mechanical strucfure of the manipulator. However, where the motor
ust be moved against gravity, it is usually preferable to employ a different technique
obtaining the velocity signals. We now discuss two such methods.

•

•

.7.2 Velocity Measurement Using an Optical Encoder
As mentioned above, the added weight penalty that must be incurred when using
a permanent-magnet tachometer is often unacceptable in robotic applications where the
actuator must be moved with the particular manipulator link against gravity. In this
stance, an alternative to the extra piece of hardware is required. Fortunately, the
tical encoder described in an earlier section of this chapter, and already used for
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···on determination, is available for monitoring shaft velocity.
Two techniques exist for doing this. The first utilizes both the encoder and a
ency to voltage converter (FVC) to provide an analog voltage that is proportional to
speed. As far as the user is concerned, it behaves very much like the de
meter described in the preceding section. The second technique makes use of the
-=oder and appropriate software to provide a digital representation of the shaft
ity; pure digital servos, as describeds, would utilize this approach. In fact, most
,ts today do indeed use the optical encoder to produce digital position and velocity
:iılnrmation. We briefly describe these two methods.
.3 Encoder and frequency-to-voltage

converter

An earlier section of this chapter showed how the TTL pulses produced by an
I incremental encoder could be used to monitor position. The question arises:
can these signals be processed so that velocity information is also obtained? The
er is found in the basic definition of velocity; that is, the time rate of change of
ition. Thus if the number of encoder pulses is observed (and counted) periodically
this number is converted to a de level, the signal so produced will in fact be
rtional to the shaft velocity. Clearly, we are approximating the derivative by A.
, At is the "sampling" interval (or period) and Sax is the number of TIL pulses
uced during this time interval.
A device that accomplishes the above is referred to as a frequency-to-voltage
verter or FVC. This product of advanced integrated-circuit technology accepts both
nnels of the TTL encoder pulses and, using its own internally generated clock,
nts these pulses during each clock cycle. The binary count is then output to an
mal DAC which produces the desired de voltage that is proportional to the encoder
speed and hence the motor shaft speed. An example of an FVC is the Analog
ices AD 451 shown in Figure 5.6.3 in block diagram form. This unit will produce a 05-V output for pulse repetition rates of de to 1 () kHz. (The AD 453 will go to 100 kHz.)
How does the velocity signal produced by this device compare to that of an
log tachometer? First, the output of the FVC has less ripple than that of the tach,
in fact the nature of this ripple is totally different. The internal DAC produces a
wise Constant output which, depending on its conversion rate, will have a period
e., an update rate) which is so small that it will cause the FVC's output to appear to be
tinuous in most applications. Thus, unlike the analog tach, no low-pass filter is
ed when using the FVC. Second, the FVC will exhibit more time delay than the
, the exact amount depending on the internal clock rate. In high-performance
terns, such as semiconductor wire bonders that require servos having large
ndwidths, this delay can create stability problems which must then be· dealt with using
ditional compensation. However, in the case of the servos used to control robot joints,
extra phase lag created by the delay is usually not of any consequence due to the
uch smaller bandwidth requirements.
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ACCELEROMETERS

Besides monitoring the position and velocity of a physical system, it is also
ible to monitor its acceleration. Normally, linear acceleration is measured, whereas
ular acceleration is most often derived from angular velocity by differentiation. Let us
ider briefly how a device that can be used to obtain linear acceleration, and
rred to as an accelerometer, operates.
From Figure 3-33, it can be seen that an accelerometer consists of three basic
ents:

Some type of linear displacement sensor (e.g., an LVDT)

A set of springs having an equivalent spring constant K
Based on one of Newton's laws (i.e., F = Ma, where F is the force needed to
lerate the mass (M) a linear units per second per second), it is easy to understand
operation of this device. Suppose that the entire accelerometer begins to move (i.e.;
accelerating) in a downward direction. The force required to do this (e.g., Ma) will be
sed by the springs supporting M. as they bend upward a distance y, this force will
equal to Ky. Thus
Ma= Ky
ing for the linear acceleration a gives
a= K/My
rom this equation it is apparent that the acceleration of the mass is Proportional to the
ance. If an LVDT is used to determine linear position, as is often the case in
mercial accelerometers, the output of that sensor will be proportional to the actual
leration. Thus the signal-proc(Şssing device used in an LVDT and described
viously can be made to read acceleration directly.
Not mentioned in the discussion above is the fact that to be a useful sensor, the
accelerometer must also include enough damping so-that the spring-mass combination
snot "ring" significantly (i.e., produce damped sinusoidal oscillations). Normally, it is
irable to have a small amount of overshoot of the final displacement position so that
damping constant of 0.6 or 0.7 is used. Under these conditions, an accelerometer can
nitor motions having frequency components that are at least 2.5 times lower than the
damped (or "natural") frequency of the second-order mechanical system composed
the mass, spring, and damping.
Although commercial accelerometers can be obtained that will measure
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rations ranging from ± S to thousands of g's,* these devices have had limited use

ts currently being manufactured. One reason is that, as mentioned above, it is
lly possible to determine only linear acceleration directly. Since most robot joints
revolute rather than prismatic in nature, it has been deemed more useful to measure
···on and/or velocity of the joint directly. If necessary, the acceleration signal can be
ed from these data. Another reason for not using acceleration is that even if it were
to measure this rotational quantity directly, it would still be necessary to process
information so as to get the desired position and velocity data to control the robot
, that with robots, we are dealing with a position servo so that it seems to make
sense to monitor the position directly rather than indirectly (i.e., by performing two
rations on the acceleration signal). Certainly, one would expect fewer errors and/or
rtainties using the direct approach.
There have been a few experiments with accelerometers and robots, however. In
,t cases, the sensor has been used together with standard encoders to provide an
lmate of the actual motion of the joint being controlled. It will be recalled that most
ition sensors are mounted on the actuator output before the rotary motion is geared
, in order to achieve the desired position resolution. The assumption is made that if
actuator's motion is controlled, the joint will respond in an identical manner. Clearly,
· is not always true because mechanical linkages and/or couplings are not perfectly
· ·. Generally, mechanical resonances that occur as a result cannot be compensated
by sensors so placed. However, an accelerometer mounted on the joint structure
provide information about what the joint is actually doing. These data, together with
se from the actuator position sensor, can be possessed to compensate partially for
nonideal motion of a robot axis. The accelerometer is thus used to "observe" the
ual joint behavior. In fact, at least one commercially manufactured robot utilizes a
gle axis accelerometer on its prismatic joint to reduce undesirable arm oscillations
used, in part, by imperfect mechanical linkages. Readers interested in learning more
ut the use of such sensors are encouraged to read the references at the end of this
apter, where linear optimal estimation theory is employed in an attempt to improve
performance of a robot [3, 4).
Recently the Pennwalt Corporation of King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, has begun
market a piezoelectric polymer (i.e., PVDF)-based accelerometer. This device has
been shown to be far more rugged and sensitive than the more traditional devices.
reover, its cost is about an order of magnitude less than the industry standard unit
with virtually the identical frequency response.
3.9 PROXIMITY SENSORS
Up to this point, we have discussed the behavier and aopücatlon'ot sensors that
were used to measure the position, velocity, or acceleration of robot joints (or more
accurately. their actuators) and were called collectively internal state sensors. A second
major class of robotic sensor is used to monitor the robot's geometric and/or dynamic
relation to its task. Such sensors are sometimes referred/to as external state sensors.
Machine or robotic vision systems represent an important subclass of this group of
devices and are treated separately in Chapter 6. The remainder of the current chapter is
devoted to non-vision-type sensors that either can be or have already been used to
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e the robot more aware of its external environment. Although some of these may
.e optical techniques as part of their sensing system, they are not properly classified
visual sensors, so we describe them in this chapter. Also, as will be seen, many arc
under development in various research facilities and are therefore not ready for use
an actual manufacturing environment. Since it is not possible to treat this subject in
exhaustive manner, readers desiring more information are referred to the references
the end of the chapter. Of particular note is an excellent summary report by D. J. Hall
of Carnegie-Mellon University's Robotic Institute which was quite helpful in preparing
h of the remainder of this chapter.
In this section we describe a number of sensors used to tell the robot when it is
r an object or obstruction. This can be done either by using a contacting or a
contacting technique. Often, such sensors are called proximity devices, but the
inction between proximity and touch and/or slip is not clear-cut. That is, some
ıximity devices can also be used as touch (or tactile) sensors. We will consider only
proximity feature here, deferring the discussion of their application to touch and/or
detection to a subsequent section.

9.1 Contact Proximity Sensors
The simplest type of proximity sensor is of the contacting variety. As Figure 3-34,
ws, such a device consists of a rod that protrudes from one end and a switch or
er linear position-monitoring element located within the body of the sensor. As the
,tic manipulator moves, the sensor will become active only when the rod comes in
tact with an object or an obstruction. When this occurs, the switch mounted inside
sensor will close (or open, if that is more convenient). The change of state of the
itch, monitored through the robot's 1/0 interface, will cause an appropriate action to
e place. Examples include an immediate (or emergency) halt if the device is used to
nse obstacles or the branching to another part of the robot's program, thereby
using a particular operation to be performed (e.g., closing of the gripper). Such
tact monitors can be placed anywhere on the robot's arm and/or wrist, and it is
ssible to utilize more than one. Thus simultaneous obstacle and object sensing is
ssible.
If the simple on-off switch is replaced by one of the linear position-sensing
vices described in an earlier portion of this chapter, the "binary" contact proximity
sensor becomes one that can detect actual position of the object (or obstacle). For
example, a simple pot or an LVDT 'can be employed. Then once the protruding rod
makes contact, further motion of the manipulator will push the rod into the sensor. If this
rod is attached to the magnetic core of an LVDT or the wiper of a potentiometer, the
tion will be converted into a voltage that will be proportional to the actual distance of
e en·d of the rod (and hence the object) from some reference point on the robot (e.g.,
e end of the gripper). In addition, the approach velocity can be obtained from this
ormation by performing either an analog or digital differentiation. Thus both distance
and approach velocity can be monitored using such a contact sensor.
It is important to understand that a single contact proximity device cannot provide
any information about the shape or nature of the object or obstacle (i.e., no object
recognition capability is possible." It will be seen in a later section, however, that some
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e of object recognition can be obtained by utilizing arrays of these devices.
Noncontact Proximity Sensors
In contrast to the devices described above, a much larger class of proximity
r does not require any physical contact at all in order to produce a signal that can
used by a robot to determine whether it is near an object or obstacle. These
ntact devices depend on a variety of operating principles in order to make the
irnity determination. For example, reflected light, ultrasound, or variation in
citance, inductance, or resistance have all been used. We now briefly describe a
ber of such sensors.
. 3 Reflected light sensors
One of the simplest types of proximity sensors that uses light reflected from an
:t and has been used experimentally on a robot gripper is shown in Figure 3-35a.
sensor consists of a source of light and a photodetector separated by about 8 mm
tilted symmetrically toward one another. This, together with lenses mounted in front
the assembly, produces focused incident and reflected beams. Figure 3-35b shows
photodetector voltage as a function of object distance from the (detector) lens.
ure 3-35c indicates that several of these sensors can be placed on a robotic gripper.
this way, proximity in several directions can be monitored simultaneously (e.g., ahead
below the robot's hand).
Although the maximum sensor output will occur when an object (or obstacle) is at
focal point, Figure 3-35b reveals a basic difficulty with this device. That is, two
rent object positions produce the same voltage except when the object is located
ctly at the focal point. Since a one-to-one correspondence between position and
ector voltage does not exist, additional logic or hardware is required to eliminate the
biguity. For example, if the robot is moving and the sensor signal is increasing, it is
ar that the object is on the fur side of the focal point (i.e., has yet to reach this point,
d so the output Corresponds to the larger of the two position values). If, however, the
· nal is decreasing, the focal point has been passed and the smaller distance should
used. Several sensors placed at angles can also be utilized to eliminate this
ambiguity. In addition, Jet Propulsion Labs (JPL) has embedded fiber optic filaments
side the fingers of the robot so that the effective voltage characteristic of the sensor is
nitonically decreasing with distance.
Besides this difficulty, other problems with the sensor exist. For example,
ambient light will shift the curve in Figure 3-35b up or down depending on the intensity.
The problem has been solved at JPL by pulsing the Ught source at a 6kHz rate.
owever, a more difficult and perhaps impossible problem to overcome is that the
sensor is sensitive to the reflectivity of the object or obstacle. A highly reflective surface
will obviously produce a larger output voltage than one that is less reflective. Thus it
might be necessary to "calibrate" the sensor to each object so that the maximum output
voltage could be found. Then, knowing the characteristic of the detector, position could
be determined relative to this maximum value. Alternatively, careful control and/or an a
priori knowledge of the surface reflectivity would be required.
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Even with these measures implemented, it would still be difficult to use the
sor for absolute position monitoring. The major reasons are that the device would be
··e sensitive to variations in light-source output, drift in the detector characteristics
to ambient-temperature fluctuation), and environmentally caused changes in the
tivity of the object. Thus all that could be reasonably expected would be to sense
proximity of an object to the robot's gripper within a band of distance. A threshold
:ecting circuit might be utilized to achieve this.
It is rather disheartening to realize that what at the outset appeared to be a
pie and ideal noncontact proximity sensor has such great problems associated with
that its application to robots is not likely. It is for this reason that other devices are
ally used to monitor proximity in a manufacturing environment.

.4 Fiber optic scanning sensors
Fiber optics have been used to develop several different types of noncontact
,ximity sensors. As reported by Fayfıeld [7], there are at least three systems for
··izing this important technology in the robotics and/or the manufacturing fields. With
ard to Figure 3-36, one employs transmitted light, Whereas the other two make use
reflected light. It is important to understand that it is not possible, in all cases, to
ain reliable absolute position information. The devices can only ten whether or not a
rt is present.
In the opposed or beam break configuration (Figure 3-36a), the object is detected
en it actually interrupts the beam of light. Such an optical interrupter depends on the
iect being opaque and is, obviously, not useful where parts are made of transparent
translucent materials. By employing high-gain amplifiers and noise-reduction
emes, these sensors can detect objects as close as a few mils and as far away as
veral inches. However, they are limited to informing the robot that something is or is
,t present. That is, absolute position information cannot be obtained. In addition to
is, the receiver fiber bundle alignment is fairly critical. Thus, anything that would tend
misalign it from the emitter bundle would obviously affect the sensor's effectiveness.
ınally, it would be necessary to use units with different gaps and/or lengths, depending
the type and size of the object to be sensed.
A second type of fiber optic proximity sensor is referred to as a retroreflective
vice since it employs a reflective target placed some distance from the body of the
it (see Figure 3-36b). An opaque object entering the area between the end of the fiber
ndle and the target is sensed since reflected light reaching the receiver is
considerably reduced in intensity. This is also true for parts made of translucent
aterials because the incident beam of light and that reflected from the target are both
attenuated when they pass through such an object. The use of thresholdlng circuits on
e receiver side of the sensor is important in both of these cases. The retroreflective
scheme utilizes a bifurcated fiber bundle so that incident and reflected light is carried by
the same set of fibers. Clearly, this eliminates potential alignment difficulties associated
with the previous technique. However, the need for a separate target somewhat restricts
the use of such a sensor to parts detection only. It is clear that unless an unforeseen
(and unpredicted) obstacle happens to disrupt the light from the reflecting target, it will
not be sensed by a retroreflective mode fiber optic sensor.
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The last fiber optic proximity scheme is shown in Figure 3-36c. Here a bifurcated
bundle is again used, but there is no retroreflective target. The sensor actually can
sure the amount of light reflected from an object up to a few inches away from the
bundle. Since most materials reflect some light, this "diffuse" device can be used to
transparent and translucent objects. As in the case of the reflected light proximity
or described above, some degree of absolute position monitoring is possible
r ideal conditions. However, all of the difficulties with that type of sensor that were
ribed previously are also present with the fiber optic version.

. 5 Scanning laser sensors
A considerably more involved and costly proximity sensor is shown in Figure
.4. Consisting of a laser light source, two mirrors, one of which is rotated by an ac
:or, and a lens-photo-receiver assembly, this scanning laser device has been used to
it an industrial robot to arc-weld curved objects [8]. The incident light beam from
laser (helium-neon) is "swept" across the object surface by the action of the motor
en triangular mirror. Note that this occurs three times for each motor revolution. A
mounted in front of a photodetector (e.g., a phototransistor) permits light reflected
only one point on the object's surface to be acquired. Distance from the sensor to
point is determined by synchronizing the ac motor voltage with a high-frequency
. The number of clock pulses from the time this voltage is zero until the
todetector receives reflected light is a measure of the distance. T racking (in the
of the welding application, for example) is achieved by mounting the sensor on the
effector of the robot, thereby allowing the entire sensor to be moved to different
tions in space. Black, transparent, or extremely shiny objects cause problems for
proximity technique.

9.6 Ultrasonic sensors
Ultrasonics has been used to provide ranging and imaging information for many
ars. For example, naval vessels have used sonar sensing systems to detect
bmerged submarines since the early 1940s. Also, since the late 1970s ultrasonic
aging has been used to provide "pictures" of various human organs without
bjecting patients to more objectionable forms of radiation (e.g., x-rays). The advent of
olaroid Corporation's Sonar Sensing element brought ultrasonic ranging to the
nprofessional photographic marl<et. As employed on their instant camera, the
Polaroid sensor projects a low (energy)-level electrostatically generated ultrasonic pulse
and measures the time for the reflected beam or "echo wave" to return to the sensor.
This information is used to measure the distance to th'e object and then"to automatically
adjust the camera's focus accordingly. In recent years, this and other similar detectors
have been adapted to robots.
Although there are several different sonar sensing techniques, robots normally
utilize devices that produce short bursts of a sinusoidal waveform whose frequency is
above the audio range (e.g., 40 kHz) [9]. From the block diagram in Figure 3-37, the
operatıon of such a sensor can be understood. When an initiate signal is given, the
transmit (sinusoidal) oscillator is enabled for 1 ms. This causes 40 cycles of energy at
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kHz to be transmitted.' In addition, a timing or sampling window enables the AND
for a specific period of time, thereby permitting any reflected pulses (from the echo
e) to be counted. This count is proportional to the distance of the object from the
sducer. Thus the maximum range of the sensor can be varied by adjusting the
piing window. Errors due to spurious signals are prevented by using a narrowband
tuned to the frequency of the transmitted beam (e.g., 40 kHz). The direct wave
the transmitter is not counted due to the action of the blanking pulse, which keeps
counter disabled until after the transmit oscillator is off (i.e., disabled).
In the case of the Polaroid device, the burst actually consists of four distinct high
uencies: 50, 53, 57, and 60 kHz. This prevents the surface tô~ogy or material of
object being scanned from "looking" like a matched termination to the incident
sonic energy which would eliminate or "cancel" the -echo wave, thereby rendering
object effectively "invisible" to the sensor.
The idea behind using a group of frequencies is that the matching effect is
uency sensitive. Thus some energy will always be reflected. The "penalty" one pays
this is that the sensing electronics used in conjunction with such a device will be
re complex since they must be able to handle four different frequencies rather than a
le one as described above. The accuracy of the Polaroid sensor is reported to be
ut 1 % (of its range).
Arrays of Polaroid sonar sensors have been used by the National Bureau of
ndards to create a safety "curtain" of sonar energy about an industrial robot [10]. If
is curtain is broken by someone attempting to enter the workspace, the robot is
mediately halted and must be reset before it can resume operation. This scheme
vents an accident even when an intruder is entirely within the work envelope. Note
t permitting the robot to continue moving once the sonar shield is reestablished
uld not safely handle such a situation.

. 9. 7 Eddy-current sensors
Another type of sensor used as a proximity switch and for determining the
accuracy and repeatability of commercial robotic manipulators operates on the eddy
current principle. A typical device of this class utilizes a sensing coil to induce high
frequency (eddy) currents in a ferrous or nonferrous (e.g., aluminum) conductive target.
The amplitude of the sensor's generated oscillation depends on the distance between
e metal surface and the coil, and this in turn determines the amount of magnetic
coupling in the overall circuit. Consequently, position can be obtained by monitoring the
amplitude.
One technique for doing this employs a "killed oscillator," (13] as shown in Figure
3-38. The presence of a metal target near the coil in the sensor's probe causes the
oscillator's amplitude to drop since the induced eddy currents represent a loss
mechanism and thus produce damping or "killing" of the sinusoidal waveform. A
demodulator, essentially an integrator, responds to such a change by producing a
smaller de output. In a proximity switch application, a thresholding circuit is used to
detect when the level drops below some predetermined value, at which point the
switch's state is changed. By adjusting the threshold value, a robot manipulator can be
stopped at a desired distance from a part or object. This scheme can also be used to
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vent an inadvertent collision between the end effecter and
hinery within the robot's workcell.
. 8 Resistive sensing
A problem encountered in the robotic application of arc welding is keeping~
ding tool (also referred to as a "torch" or "gun") tip at a specified constant distance
the seam that is to be welded. By doing this and also keeping constant the speed
··· which the gun is moved, the uniformity and strength of the weld can be controlled.
addition, a strong weld can be ensured by having the robot accurately "track" this
seam. A technique that has been developed to meet these requirements is called
rough-the-arc resistive sensing. The fundamental principle underlying such a sensory
nique is that for a constant voltage applied to the welding tool, the arc's resistance
r more correctly, the current) is a measure of the height of the torch tip above the
rface that is -to be welded. Inductive current monitoring is utilized because welding
rmally produces large currents (e.g., 100 to 200 A).
In the case of gas metal arc welding (GMAW), more commonly Called the metal
rt gas (MIG) technique, a blanket of inert gas (e.g., argon, helium, or carbon dioxide)
tects the welding torch's electrode, as well as the material being welded, from
exposure to the air and, hence, rapid oxidation. The electrode consists of a wire
ntinuously supplied from a drum. The composition of this wire varies depending on
nature of the welding application because the electrode's metal is used as a filler in
MIG process. It is found that for this type of welding, the relationship between the
current I and voltage V is given by
V = R(h-l)I
ere R = average resistivity per unit length of the electrode wire L
ight of the tool tip from the metal surface.

= arc length h =

ormally, Vis a constant, so that I is an inverse function of h. Thus, by adjusting the
robot's position, the arc current can be kept fairly constant. It has been found, for
example, that in the MIG process? It can be vary by about 1 to 1.5% for each 40mil
change in h.
The problem of automated seam tracking has been solved by a modification of
the foregoing method (see Figure 3-"39). In this through-the-arc position sensing, the
welding tool is deliberately moved back and forth a small distance across the seam
between the two pieces of metal [ 14]. This action is often called weaving and is
available as a selectable motion, often with a variable oscillation amplltude, on many
robots" (e.g., a Unimation PUMA 550). If the center of the seam is being properly
tracked, the arc current at the maximum and minimum points on the weave (or
oscillation) will be the same. However, if the gun has moved away from the seam's
center, these two currents will differ, and this difference signal (or error) can be used to
realign the manipulator. The vertical height h can also be controlled by sampling the arc
current at the center of the torch oscillation and then comparing this current with some
reference value, which has been determined in advance (i.e., off-line) and depends on
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e type of material being welded. Again, the difference between the reference and
actual currents produces an error signal that can be used to readjust the robot's position
abovethe welding surface.
A similar seam and height tracking procedure is possible for the other major type
of arc welding [i.e., the tungsten inert gas (TIG) process, also called gas tungsten are
lding (GTAW)]. In addition, other weld tracking systems have been developed, but
se are usually of the contact variety. We will discuss them in a subsequent section
en tactile devices are described.
. 10 TOUCH ANO SLIP SENSORS
Of all the senses that human beings possess, the one that is probably the most
ely to be taken for granted is that of touch. It is only when a hand or arm is amputated
at the ability to recognize objects and/or adaptively control the grasping force that
comes from the human tactile sensory apparatus is truly appreciated. It is therefore not
surprising that in the attempt to imbue robots with some of the attributes of human
ings, developments in robotic vision have outshadowed those in the area of touch
d slip sensing.
In the last few years, however, as new and more sophisticated applications for
bots have been conceived, tactile sensing has been recognized as an extremely
portant machine sense. In the area of parts handling, for example, it has become
reasingly important to be able to detect any misalignment {i.e., the actual orientation)
the parts as they are presented to the robot. In addition, it is often necessary to know
ere a part is being grasped by the robotic gripper and whether or not it is slipping.
hough vision has been used {or proposed to be used) in this respect, it appears that
tactile sensing may be a less costly and faster (computationally) solution to the
blem.* Also, a major advantage of tactile sensing over vision is that it can yield the
ired information about part position and orientation within the jaws of the gripper.
reover, there are many applications where the limited resolution/pattern recognition
capabilities of a tactile device is more than adequate for the desired task. For these
reasons, recently there has been a significant increase in research and development in
is area both at universities and in industry (robotic and otherwise).
3.10.1 Tactile Sensors
A variety of techniques and materials have been used in an attempt to produce a
ile sensor that is sensitive, rugged, and reliable {i.e., meets the requirements listed
above). As of this writing, none do this, although a few satisfy some of items on the list.
We will briefly describe a number of devices that utilize different sensing principles. In
particÜlar, we discuss an extension of the simple contact rod proximity sensor to
produce a three-dimensional tactile sensor. Other devices covered make use of
photodetectors, air pressure, conductive elastomers, or polymers as their sensing
elements. The section concludes with a description of several tactile are welding seam
trackers...
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3.10.2 Proximity rod tactile sensors

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, certain simple proximity-sensing techniques
can be extended to produce a robotic tactile sensor. An example of this [21] is shown in
igure 3-40, where the single-contact rod proximity sensor has been replaced by an
array of such sensors (i.e., 4 x 4 = 16). A possible mode of operation requires that the
bot wrist on which the device is mounted be moved down toward and parallel to the
ble or other surface on which an object is resting (Figure 3-40c). Descent continues
ntil the base of the sensor is at a distance approximately equal to the length of the
sensing rods above the tabletop (Figure 3-40e). At this point, mechanical or electrical
switches connected to each of the sensor rods are checked for closure (i.e., contact). In
is manner, a two-dimensional or binary pattern of the object is obtained. Image
ocessing techniques similar to those employed with binary vision systems can be
ed to provide object type, shape, and orientation information. An appropriate set of
actions can then be performed by the robot, [e.g., reorientation of the gripper (if
necessary)and closing of its jaws].
A major difficulty with this technique is that the robot must know exactly how far
descend toward the table surface. If it does not go far enough, it is possible that not
all of the sensing rods will come in contact with the object. If it goes too far, the table will
appear as part of the object. One method of overcoming this problem is to replace the
inary) switches with elements that measure actual distance (i.e., provide gray-level
formation). With such a modification, as the sensor moves toward the object, the rods
are once again pushed back into the body of the device (Figure 3-40d). However, in this
case, the robot stops its descent when all rods have moved a minimum (or threshold)
istance, thereby indicating that the sensor's elements have come in contact with either
e object or the tabletop (Figure 3-40e). Measuring the distance moved by each of
ese rods (relative to their starting position) yields a three-dimensional image of the
object being "scanned." Gray-level image processing techniques similar to those
empolyed with vision systems can be used for this purpose.
This procedure has a problem also. Since the rods must be able to move quite
freely, it is possible that false deflections may be obtained. Spring-loading of the rods is
possible, but a better solution suggested by the authors is to vibrate the tabletop. The
robot will then continue to move toward the object until all rods are vibrating. At this
point, the robot is commanded to stop, the relative rod deflections measured, and the
object recognition algorithms used to process these data.
Besides the originally proposed switch sensors, a variety of linear measuring
:echniquescan be used to obtain the relative rod deflections. For example, the authors
used rods made of ferrous material. Magnetic detection methods were then used to
sense distance (see Figure 3-41). This was accomplished by causing the robot to move
vertically (using stepper motors) and looking for a rod to move the ferrite cylinder into or
out of the sensing coil. (Such an action produced a significant change in voltage across
a coil.) The travel distance of each rod could be deduced from the instant each one
caused a switch. The state of all the matrix of switches was continually scanned to
determine the appropriate switching pattern and length of rod travel. In this manner, the
part contour was sensed. In a later version of the tactile sensor, it was suggested that
each rod be connected to a pot [22]. Obviously, many of the other position-sensing
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methods discussed in earlier sections of the chapter could also be used. However the
more expensive ones (e.g., the LVDT) would not be practical since each rod would
require a separate position sensor.

3.10.3 Photodetector Tactile Sensors
Among the noncontact proximity sensors discussed, it will be recalled that one
sed the "beam break principle." Over the last decade, several tactile sensors have
been developed utilizing this technique [23). In 1983, the Lord Corporation described a
commercial device [24] shown in Figure 3-42. [Actually, only one sensor element is
dicated. In reality the sensor would, of course, consist of an array of such elements,
(e.g., 8 x 8 for the Lord LTS 100). It can be seen that the portion of the sensor that
comes in contact with the abject to be sensed is covered with an elastomer (a rubberke material). In addition, a piece of this material extends through the sensor structure.
Mounted on the back of the body of the device is a photo emitter-detector assembly
(sac Figure 3-42a). When the object comes in contact with the touch surface, if the
elastomer is compressed a minimum distance, the material extending through the body
breaks the beam of the photosensor (see Figure 3-42b). Obviously, a thresholding
circuit can be used to provide binary information about the object, that is, whether or not
each element of a sensor composed of such devices is in contact with a part. In a
manner similar to that described for the proximity rod contact sensor, two-dimensional
information about size, shape, and part orientation can be obtained.
It is also possible to determine information about the relative deflection at each
array point, that the voltage output from a photodetector varies with the incident light
·ntensity. Thus, by monitoring the actual signal from the individual photodetectors, the
oltage level can be related to distance traveled by the sensing element. Depth (e.g.,
three-dimensional) information is limited since the overall travel distance is quite small.
For example, the elastomer used in the Lord LTS 100 will deflect a maximum of 2 mm.
However, the voltage variation at each array point can be related to the pressure or
force being applied by the robotic gripper. Clearly, this is a desirable attribute of such a
sensor. The above-mentioned device will sense a force of 1 lb applied to any single
sensing site at a full mechanical deflection of 2 mm.
At least two potential difficulties occur with such a sensor. The first has to do with
mechanical hysteresis in the elastomer. This implies that the rubber will not return to its
original position after it has been compressed. For a binary device, proper thresholding
of the photodetector signal level will probably minimize the problem. However, this
effect will create severe problems with a sensor that is supposed to provide absolute
voltage-level information (as is the case with a device that also gives pressure or force
data). The severity of the problem is reduced somewhat. however, by• the small travel
distance (e.g. 2 mm).
·
The second problem with using this type of tactile sensor has to do with
ruggedness in a manufacturing environment. Since the elastomeric surface must
actually come in contact with the object being grasped by the robot, it is quite likely that
significant wear will take place. This means that unless the rubber is carefully protected,
it wilt have to be replaced quite frequently. Depending on the actual application, this
may or may not be an acceptable solution.
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SUMMARY
In this chapter we have treated extensively the topic of non-vision-based robotic
sensors. These have been divided into two classes, those that provide internal
formation and those that provide external information. The former group of devices is
generally used to keep track of the individual joint's instantaneous position, velocity,
and/or acceleration. With the data from these sensors, the joints can then be controlled
properly. Of all the sensors considered, the optical incremental encoder has been
presented in great detail and many of the practical considerations necessary for its
successful application to robots discussed.
The second group of sensors introduced in the chapter provides the robot with
e information about its (external) environment. As discussed, most of these devices
are still quite experimental in nature, with only a few commercial units available. In the
future, it will be absolutely essential that robots performing complex manufacturing tasks
possess the ability to apply just the right amount of force/pressure to an object. In
addition, it will be important that these manipulators be able to determine what the
object is from a tactile "image" provided by an array of sensors located in the gripper.
One group of external sensors that are well developed are those used on welding
robots. These units are currently often utilized to assist the manipulators in producing
welds that are both accurately placed and of high quality.

.

•
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HAPTER

4. COMPUTER CONSIDERATIONS FOR ROBOTICS
SYSTEM

.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an understanding of computer
architecture of robotic system. It helps to gain appreciation of the practical consideration
at comprises the selection of a computer system from both the hardware and software
point of view.
4.2 ROBOT PROGRAMMING
As discussed in previously Chapter, the most sophisticated robot control systems
ave a programming capability that allows for elemental decision making, a capability
needed to coordinate a robot's actions with ancillary devices and processes (i.e., to
· terface with its environment). Branching is the ability of the software to transfer control
during program execution to an instruction other than the next sequential command. At
a specific point in a task cycle, the robot will be programmed to anticipate a branching
signal-a special electrical signal sent to the controller by a designated internal or
external sensor. If such a signal is received, the program will follow a predetermined
path or function (branching). If no signal is received, the program will continue to follow
the main path. Thus a robot interacting with a group of machine tools will perform a
given sequence of operations, depending on which steps have been completed. For
example, after a raw part is loaded onto a press, the program will look for a branching
signal. If the signal is received, the program will branch to a pause, causing the robot to
wait while an ancillary machine works on that part. After the machine has completed the
prescribed work, an external completion signal is sent to the controller by a sensor
located on that ancillary machine. Then the robot is directed to take the part out of the
press and transfer it to another machine. Decision making can also be used to correct
an operational problem. For example, a program may have a branch to a taught
subprogram for releasing a jammed tool.
Robot languages provide flexibility to the user in defining the task to be
performed. Not only do they permit tbe motion of the task to be defined but they also
provide the user with the ability to imbue intelligence in the control program. In its
simplest forms, this intelligence may check binary sensors and change a location, or
make a simple decision based on sensory informatiop to handle an exception. As the
capability of the language increases, the in~elligence of the algorithm controlling the
robot in· a specific application can also increase. Thus corrections based on sensory
inputs (such as vision or tactile sensors} are possible along with communication with
other computers and data bases.
Historically, the initial applications of robots were relatively simple and
accordingly, their controllers did not require or provide sophisticated sequence control.
Typically, the following sequence was all that was needed:
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ove to a specified location in space
Control the state of a gripper
Control the state of output lines
Provide sequence control based on the state of input lines
applications became more complex, and computer technology more advanced,
hniques were developed to take advantage of the newer computer architectures.
In the following section, techniques for robot control sequencing will be presented
m three appropriately more progressive perspectives (fixed instruction sequence
control, robotic extensions to general purpose programming languages, and robot
specific programming languages). This is followed by a summary of robot programming
nguages and two examples illustrating these methods are presented. The section
concludes with a discussion of how points in space are taught or "demonstrated" to a
robot.
4.2.1 Robot Control Sequencing
Robot sequencing can be accomplished in a variety of ways. As discussed in
Chapter 1, there are certain features of functionality required by a robot control system
· order to facilitate both the training (programming of the sequence of events) and its
use with ancillary equipment. To someone familiar with general-purpose programming
languages? It is obvious how certain aspects of this functionality can be easily provided
by a computer language. What may not be as obvious is that most of the important
functions needed for manipulator control and simple interfacing can be implemented by
dedicated sequencers? These sequence controllers accept commands (possibly given
by the setting of switches) and record the robot's joint positions. The sequencing of the
manipulator is achieved by "playing back" the desired states at a later time. In a certain
sense, these sequencers also possess the power of programming languages but
without all the explicit commands and data structures associated with a formal
programming language.
To contrast various "programıııing" methods, all of which permit the user to
define the sequence of operations of a manipulator, three distinct implementations will
be discussed. Specifically, they are:
••

•

• Fixed Instruction Sequence Control
• Robotic Extensions of General-Purpose Programming Languages
• Robot-Specific Programming Languages
The first is a relatively simple method which makes use of a fixed event
sequence in each instruction. The second is based on extensions of programming
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nguages which add robot-specific functions (or subroutines) to the standard library, or
which robot-specific commands have been added to the structure of the language.
The third is a language tailored specifically to the programming or training of robots.
.2.2 Fixed instruction sequence control
In this mode of implementation, the sequence of the robot's operation is defined
means of a "teach pendant" which provides the ability to position the tool point of the
anipulator in space by means of buttons or a joystick. Additional controls allow the
iner to define the state of the gripper (open or closed) and the state of each of the
tput lines (on or off) as well as time delays and simple branching based on the state
input lines. By saving joint position, and other state data, a sequence of events can
n be defined.
To better understand the nature of a fixed instruction sequence controller, the
plementation used on the Mark I controller from United States Robots will be
examined. In general, each program step consists of a series of actions. These are:
Check the status of input lines
Check for a subroutine call
Perform a robot motion
Delay a specified time interval
Set the state of the gripper (open or closed)
Set the state of output lines
To understand how this relatively simple structure can provide sufficient program
control, and for the sake of discussion, let us assume that the controller already has a
umber of programs stored in its memory. A specific program is first selected (by
mber) utilizing a series of thumbwheel switches. To begin the sequence of actions
fined by the program, a "start" switch is depressed which causes the first instruction
be obtained from memory. First, a logical "AND" of a subset of the input lines is
rformed against a "mask" stored in memory. It should be understood that the program
·ıı wait indefinitely until the specified input line(s) are asserted. Next, if the step is a
broutine (another series of program steps), then it is executed and the following
ram step is obtained from memory (note that the motion and subsequent steps are
,t performed in this case). If no subroutine call was indicated? Then the robot
controller causes the manipulator to move to a point in space defined by a set of joint
riables stored in memory. Once this location is reached, the remaining actions (for the
rrent program step) are executed. These include waiting a specified delay time,
ning or closing the gripper, and the final action, which is the setting of the state of
output lines to a value defined in the programming sequence. Following this, the
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ed program instruction (step) is fetched from memory and decoded as defined
viously. After all the steps of a particular program are executed, the sequence
peats from the first step. That is, the controller keeps executing the program
efinitely.
Due to the nature of the fixed sequence of actions for each program step, it may
be necessary to program additional steps to properly sequence the manipulator. For
example, it is necessary to provide a delay to ensure gripper activation prior to arm
otion. This is due to the fact that it takes a finite time for a gripper to reach its final
state after its activating mechanism receives its control signal. Therefore, the trainer
might want to insert a delay (on the order of a few hundred milliseconds) prior to the
execution of any other manipulator motion. Since the action sequences of a program
step without a subroutine call are check inputs, perform motion, delay, set gripper state,
and set output line states, one easily sees that it is possible for the next program step to
cause a motion (if the input conditions are satisfied immediately) before the gripper's
state has stabilized. To accomplish a delay prior to the motion of this subsequent step, it
is necessary to program an additional step in which no motion occurs but which makes
use of the delay in the sequence of actions.
While this type of programming may require substantial human activity, it is still
able to produce the desired results (i.e., sequencing a manipulator through a set of
motions). The key to both successful and efficient programming of this type of controller
is knowing the sequence of actions and how to take advantage of them.
As the complexity of the tasks being performed by robots increased, the
demands for more advanced motion control and decision capability also increased,
thereby requiring more sophisticated programming methods. In some cases, the simple
sequencing controls could be expanded by adding more functionality to the teach
pendant by means of multiple levels and added control switches. Besides increasing the
complexity of the teach pendant, this approach also increased the programming time
and required skill level of the trainer.
An outgrowth of such complex sequence controllers is a "menu-driven"
programming system that permits the training of the robot using a fixed set of functions.
The menu system differs from the "fixed instruction" sequence control in that
instructions specific to each function are generated.
One major advantage of a menu system, however, is that it may be easily
extended to accommodate new functions and even provide interfaces to external
sensors such as vision. It should be apparent that this concept can also be extended to
a robot-specific language by adding a terminal interface and the typical language
functionality such as syntax checking of instructions prior to execution (or during
compilation).
Although extensions of fixed instruction sequence control could certainly have
provided additional capability, they lacked flexible program control and data structures.
4.2.3 Robotic extensions of general-purpose programming languages
Another step in the evolution of robot programming was the incorporation or a
language. The use of a general purpose programming language with extensions
provides the user with the control and data structures of the language. The robots
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Source: Reprinted courtesy of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Copyright 1983 from the ROBOTS
'/13th ISIR Conference Proceedings.
•Using force-control or limit-switch action.
"Currently being implemented at Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
<Uses visual inputs to determine set points but does not specifically perform visual servoing.
dRelies on the VAL controller.
"Currently being implemented at Stanford University.
'Custom for each system.
•AL displays rotations as a rotation matrix.
"Normally. JARS does not display these forms; however, the user may write a routine to print them because
JARS has the forms available internally.
'AL accepts directly the specification of an orientation by three Euler angles (or by an angle about a vector).
iAL orientations could also be specified by roll-pitch-yaw angles.
•since it is a language based on subroutines added to Pascal, JARS has all the structures of Pascal.
'MCL can invoke tasks in parallel using INPAR.
;,
mHELP permits the simultaneous activation of several tasks.
"Reported by the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York; not commercially
available.
JARS
and HELP use the systems support features of the RT-11 operating system.
PAL uses the support features of the PDP-IO operating system.
0

•A simulator has been developed at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York.
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specific operations are handled by Subroutines or functions. Clearly this implies that the
training of a robot now requires a person well versed in the concepts of computer
programming.
Various permutations of this concept are possible, including the use of
subroutines as compared to extensions of languages. The extensions to the language
include robot-specific commands (and possibly new data types) in addition to the
existing set of commands (and data types) while leaving the general syntax and
program flow intact.
An advantage of using an extension of a general-purpose programming language
is that the designers can concentrate on the problem at hand, designing a robot instead
of spending time designing a sequencer, providing editing capabilities, and so on. The
actual implementation may make use of a compiled or interpreted language depending
on the nature of the base language chosen to be extended and the objectives of the
design team. One other advantage in extending a language is that more sophisticated
cell control can be handled by the robot controller. In this case, it now has more power
to perform nonrobot input/output and has the ability to perform certain man-machine
interfaces, e.lA.7 statistical and error reporting.
An example program for the United States Robots' MAKFR 22 Sahara robot is
illustrated in Table 4-1. (This example is treated in detail in Section 4-1.) It is interesting
to note that this is the form used to program most Seara robots from Japan.
This programming method (as compared to the fixed instruction technique)
makes use of program control, specifically the FOR-NEXT loop and the STOP
statements. One should also observe that there are statements that do not cause robot
motion and the sequence of events is chosen by the programmer or trainer. Thus it is
seen that some of the constraints imposed by the fixed event instruction are removed.
As the available technology became more sophisticated and manufacturing
requirements grew, the limited flexibility of the language extension approach became
obvious. This provided the impetus for the development of robot-specific languages.

4.2.4 Robot-specific programming languages
A major motivating factor that led to the1 development of robot-specific
programming languages was the need to interface the robot's control system to external
sensors in order to provide "real-time" changes to its programmed sequence based on
sensory information. Other requirements such as computing the locations for a
palletizing operation based on the g~ometry of the pallet, or being able to train a task on
one robot system and perform it on another (with minor manual adjustment of the
points) also were an impetus. Additionally, requirements for offline programming,
CAD/CAM interfacing, and more meaningful task descriptions led to various language
developments.
Table 4-2 shows a complete terminal session of a Westinghouse/Unimation robot
using VAL 1. This example, discussed more fully in Section 4-2, shows an entire
environment for the training of the robot. As shown in the table, the program is retrieved
from a mass storage device, then listed, and the fixed positions defined in the program
are displayed. Finally, the program is executed and output, indicating the current cycle,
is displayed on the terminal. As the listing indicates, this language clearly provides more
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capability for complex robot control than that of the fixed instruction sequencer or me
extended language examples described previously.
Section 4-2, presents various commercial and research robot programming
languages and a table that compares program control, robot specific mathematics, and
input/output capability for each language. Once again, it should be noted that regardless
of the complexity of the programming language, the objective is to define a sequence of

operations that are needed to obtain successful control of the robot .
4.2.5 Languages Selected Summary of Robot
Currently, a large number of robot languages are available, although no
standards for these exist. The more common languages include:
•AL
•AML
• RAIL
• RPL
•VAL
Brief descriptions of each of these are given below This summary is adapted from a
paper by Gruver et al. [9],
Al
Al was the second-generation robot programming language produced at the
Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, an early leader in robot research.
Based on concurrent Pascal, it provided constructs for control of multiple arms in
cooperative motion. Commercial arms were integrated into the AL system. This
language has been copied by several research groups around the world.
Implementation required a large mainframe computer, but a stand-alone portable
version was marketed for industrial applications. It runs on a PDP 11 /45 and is written
almost entirely in OMSI Pascal [9]. In the AL system, programs are developed and
compiled on a PDP-10. The resulting p-code is downloaded into a PDP-.11/45,where it
is executed at run time. High-level,code is written in SAIL (Stanford Artificial Intelligence
Language). The run-time system is written in PALX. The PDP 11/45 has a floating-point
processor, no cache memory, a single terminal, and 128 kilobytes of RAM memory.
Two PUMA 600 s and two Stanford Scheinman arms were controlled at the same time
by this language.
AML
A manufacturing language (AML) was designed by IBM to be a well structured,

semantically powerful interactive language that would be well adapted to robot
programming. The central idea was to provide a powerful base language with simple
subsets for use by programmers with a wide range of experience. An interpreter
implements the base language and defines the primitive operations, such as the rules
for manipulating vectors and other "aggregate"
objects that are naturally required to describe robot behavior. A major design point of
the language was that these rules should be as consistent as possible, with no special
case exceptions. Such a structure provides a ready growth path as programmers and
applications grow more sophisticated. AML is being used to control the RS/1 assembly
robot, a Cartesian arm having linear hydraulic motors and active force feedback from
the end effector. The computer controller on the RS/I assembly robot consists of an IBM
series/1 minicomputer with a minimum of 192-kilobyte memory. Peripherals include disk
and diskette drive, matrix printer, and keyboard/display terminals. A subset of AML was
employed on the Model 7535 robot that was controlled by the IBM personal computer.
However, the features of this version are not included here since the 7535 is no longer
being marketed by IBM.
RAIL
RAIL was developed by Automatix, Inc. of Bilerica, Massachusetts as a high level
language for the control of both vision and manipulation. It is an interpreter, loosely
based on Pascal. Many constructs have been incorporated into RAIL to support
inspection and arc-welding systems, which are a major product of Automatix. The
central processor of the RAIL system is a Motorola 68000. Peripherals include a
terminal and a teach box. RAIL is being supplied with three different systems: vision
only, no arm; a custom-designed Cartesian arm for assembly tasks; and a Hitachi
process robot for arc welding.
RPL
RPL was developed at SRI International to facilitate development, testing, and
debugging of control algorithms for modest automatic manufacturing systems that
consist of a few manipulators, sensors, and pieces of auxiliary equipment. It was
designed for use by people who are not skilled programmers, such as factory
production engineers or line foremen. RPL may be viewed as LISP cast in a FORTRANlike syntax.
"'
The SRI Robot Programming System (RPS) consists of a compiler that translates
RPL programs into interpretable code and an interpreter for that code. RPS is written
mostly in Carnegie-Mellon's BLISS-11 and cross-compiles from a DEC PDP-10 to a
PDP-11 or LSI-II. The programs written in this language run under RT-11 with floppy or
hard disks. The RPL language is implemented as subroutine calls. The user sets up the
subroutine library and documents it for people who must write RPL programs.
Previously, SRI operated the Unimate 2000A and 20008 hydraulic arms and the SRI
vision module with this language.
VAL
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VAL is a robot programming language and control system originally designed for
se with Unimation robots. Its stated purpose is to provide the ability to define robot
tasks easily. The intended user of VAL will typically be the manufacturing engineer
responsible for implementing the robot in a desired application.
Eight robot programming languages are compared in Table 4-1. Prior
programming knowledge is helpful but not essential. VAL has the structure of BASIC,
with many new command words added for robot programming. It also has its own
operating system, called the VAL Monitor, which contains the user interface, editor, and
file manager. The central monitor contains a DEC LSI-I II 03, or more recently, the LSl11/23. In a Puma 55() robot, each of the joints is controlled by a separate 6503
microprocessor. The monitor communicates with the user terminal, the floppy disk, the
teach box, a discrete 1/0 module, and an optional vision system. VAL is implemented
using the C language and the 6502 assembly language. It has been released for use
with all PUMA robots and with the Unimate 2000 and 4000 series. The languages
described above as well as three others, HELP, JARS, and MCL, are compared in
Table 7.6.1 and have been adapted from Gruver et al. (9].
Sample Programs
The following examples illustrate the use of two different robot programming
languages, VAL and one employed on a particular Seara-type manipulator.
EXAMPLE 4.1 VAL Example
Assume that it is desired to pick up identical objects from a known location and
then stack the objects on top of each other to a maximum stacking height of four. Figure
4-1, shows the application.
Let us consider this application and its implementation in the VAL programming
language. Table 4-2, is a listing of a session on the terminal, which includes loading and
listing the program, viewing the value of the stored locations, and finally, executing the
program.
The dot(.) in the leftmost column is the prompt, which tells the user that VAL is
ready to accept a command.
TABLE 4.2. LIST OF A VAL TERMINAL SESSION
.LOAD STACK
. PROGRAM STACK
.LOCATIONS
OK
. LISTP STACK

•

.PROGRAM STACK
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1. REMARK
2. REMARK THIS PROGRAM PICKS UP PARTS FROM A FIXED

3. REMARK LOCATION CALLED PICKUP, THEN DEPOSITS THEM AT A
4. REMARK LOCATION CALLED B. IT IS ASSUMED THAT 4 PARTS
5. REMARK ARE TO BE STACKED ON TOP OF ONE ANOTHER.
6. REMARK
7.
OPENI
8. SET B = DE POSIT
9. SETI COUNT O.
10. APPROS PICKUP, 200.00
11. MOVES PICKUP
12. CLOSEI
13. DEPARTS 200.00
14. APPRO B. 200.00
15. MOVES B
16. OPENI
17. DEPARTS 200.00
18. SETI COUNT COUNT + 1
20. TYPEI COUNT
20. REMARK COUNT INDICATES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS STACKED
21. IF COUNT EQ 4 THEN 20
22. REMARK MOVE THE LOCATION OF B UP BY 75.00 MM.
23. SHIFT B BY 0.00, 0.00, 75.00
24. GOTO 10
25. SPEED 50.00 ALWAYS
26. READY
27. TYPE*** END OF STACK PROGRAM***
.END
.LISTL

=

=

X/JT1 Y/JT2 Z/JT3 O/JT4 A /JT5T
88.890
-87.654
-448.44
130.59
DEPOSIT
- 445.03
180.000
88.896
178.006
- 448.38
43e.84
PICKUP
163.94
-180.000
EXEC STACK

"

.

COUNT=
COUNT=
COUNT=
COUNT=

•

1.
2.
3.
4.

*** END OF STACK PROGRAM ***
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PROGRAM COMPLETED: STOPPED AT STEP 28
robot controller, LOAD STACK, tells the system to recall the program and any location
data from the disk. The system response is on the next three lines, indicating successful
completion of this request. The following command to the controller is LISTP STACK,
which tells VAL to list the program which is called STACK. This particular version also
delimits the program listing by printing .PROGRAM STACK at the beginning and .END
at the end. Two more commands that are used in the table are (1) USTL, which
commands the controller to print all the locations that the controller knows about (in this
case there are two such locations, DEPOSIT and PICKUP), and (2) EXEC STACK,
which tells the controller to execute the program called STACK, which is stored in its
memory. Following the EXEC command is the output generated by the program
STACK. This output is the value of the variable COUNT as the program is executed.
Note that the value of COUNT is used to terminate execution of the program when the
desired number of items have been stacked.
Examination of the program listing shows that each line has a number associated
with it (i.e., I through 27). These numbers are used to identify a line so that the program
may be edited. VAL has an editor that allows the user to create programs and store
them in the controller. Once stored, a program may be modified by referring to its line
numbers. The modifications include inserting, deleting, or modifying lines.
The operation of the robot based on the program steps will now be described .
• Lines I through 6 are comments.
• Line 7 tells the gripper to open immediately and then wait a small amount of time to
ensure that the action took place.
• Line 8 equates the location of the variable B to a defined location called DEPOSIT.
This step is necessary since the value of B will be modified each time a new item is
stacked.
• Line 9 sets an integer variable called COUNT to zero. The variable COUNT is used to
terminate the program when the proper number of items have been stacked (i.e., 4
items).
• Line 10 has a label (10) associated with it. It commands the robot to move from
wherever it is along a straight line to a location 200 mm above the point called PICKUP.
At the end of the motion, the approach vector of the gripper will be pointing downward.
Recall that the approach vector is defined so that moving along it causes objects to go
toward the inside of the gripper.
• Line 11 tells the robot to move its gripper in a straight line toward the position defined
by PICKUP. In this example, the motion will be along the approach vector since the
gripper is pointing downward. The position defined by PICKUP is such that when motion
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ends, the object will be inside the gripper's jaws.
• Line 12 commands the system to close the gripper and wait a sufficient amount of time
for the action to occur. In some cases it may be necessary to add an additional delay if
that provided by the command is insufficient.
• line 13 tells the manipulator to move along its approach vector in the direction
opposite from which it originally came to a point 200mm above the pickup point.
• Line 14 tells the manipulator to move to within 200mm of point B. aligning its approach
vector downward.
• Line 15 commands the manipulator to move in a straight line until its tool point is
coincident with location B.

• Line 16 tells the gripper to open so that the part can be deposited. This also includes
some time delay for the action to occur. As stated previously, additional delay may be
necessary to compensate for the actual valves and mechanics used to implement the
gripper and to permit the manipulator to settle to the desired location.
• Line 17 tells the manipulator to move back along the approach vector so that it is 200
mm above location B.
• Lines 18 and 19 increment the variable COUNT and display its value.
• Line 20 is a comment.
• Line 21 is a test to see if COUNT is equal to 4. If so, go to the statement with label 20;
otherwise, go to the next line.
• Line 22 is a comment.
• Line 23 modifies the location defined by B so that its z coordinate is increased by 75.0
mm.
• Line 24 forces the program to go to label 1 O.
• Line 25, which is labeled, tells the controller to reduce the speed of motions to 50%.
••

• Line '26 tells the controller to move the manipulator to its ready position, which is
defined as all of the links in a straight line pointing upward.
• Line 27 tells the controller to print a message to the terminal.
From the description of the program, one can easily see the power implemented
by the instructions. Commands exist to cause the manipulator to move in a straight line
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and to manipulate position data. (Note that the "S" in the statement indicates that
straight-line motion is desired.) For example, the variable B. Which represents a
location (i.e., a set of six joint variables) is modified by a single statement in line 23.
Similarly, the commands APPROS and DEPARTS are quite interesting because they
actually define positions relative to a variable but do not make it necessary for the user
to define the actual positions for each move that the robot has to make This concept is
quite important for robot training, since we have really defined only two positions,
PICKUP and B. However, we can move to many positions relative to them. Using this
approach, if it is necessary to modify either of the points (PICKUP or B), the changes
made to them will automatically be reflected in the intermediate points (selectively by
the robots path planner), which are defined solely on these two positions.

EXAMPLE 4·2, Seara Programming Example
The MAKER 22 is programmed in a language similar to BASIC, with robot
specific extensions. For example, positions in space may be referenced by a singlevariable name of the form Pxxx, where xxx is a three-digit number from 000 to 999. In
order that position variables may be referenced by an index, it is possible to catenate
the P with an integer variable such as A and refer to the point PA. Whatever the value
(from 000 to 999) specified by the programmer. A will then reference the actual position
variable. Certain operations may be performed on these position points, such as
addition and subtraction. Additionally, provisions exist to multiply or divide a position by
a scalar. Only two types of moves are provided in the language: MOV which causes the
manipulator to move in a joint-interpolated fashion; and CP. which causes the robot to
move in a continuous-path fashion Whenever a CP command is encountered. The
controller will move the manipulator from its current location to the point which is the
argument of the command while also looking ahead for the next CP command and its
argument. The occurrence of the next such command tells the controller to continue
moving toward this next such command tells the controller to continue moving toward
the next specified position once it has come close to the location defined by the
previous CP command. This process continues until the end of the program or a MOV
command is encountered. It is clear that if one wanted the manipulator to follow a
specific path, all that would be necessary is to define a sufficient number of points for
the path and then write a program that uses CP moves to connect them.
The example that we explore illustrates the use of topics discussed in the
previous paragraphs. It is desired to cause the MAKER 22 to move in a straight line. For
our discussion, we will assume that two positions have been defined previously, P1 and
P2*, and that we wish to have the manipulator move in a straight line starting from Pl
and ending at P2.
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TABLE 4-3. MAKER 22 PROGRAMMING

EXAMPLE

1 O: "STRAIGHT LINE"
N = 10

Label with a comment
Number of intermediate points plus 1

P100= P1
P101=P2-P1
P101 = P101 IN
MOV P100
For L = 1 TON
P100 = P100 + P101
CP P100
NEXTL
STOP

Copy P1 to P100
P101 is distance to be moved
Incremental distance
Set manipulator at first point
Beginning of loop
Compute intermediate point
Do CP move to point
End of loop

Table 4-3, shows a listing of the program and comments defining the purpose of
the instructions. The program in Table 4-3, takes the difference between the initial and
terminal points of the line and divides by the number of intermediate points plus 1 to
compute an incremental distance. It then instructs the manipulator to move to the first
point, P100. After attaining this position, it computes intermediate points by adding P101
to P100 and then instructs the robot to move in a continuous-point fashion connecting
the 1 O points to form an approximation to a straight line. Note that the last point is P2.
It should be apparent that the robot programming language for the MAKER 22
does not contain as high a level of expression as indicated in the example using VAL.
This is obvious if one recognizes that a straight line is achieved with one instruction
using VAL whereas it requires the entire program in Table 4-3, to perform the identical
maneuver with the Maker 22. However, the same functionality, that is, the ability to
move in a straight line, is provided by both languages.
4.3 Demonstration of Points in Space
To program a servo-controlled robot, a skilled operator often breaks down the
assigned task into a series of steps so that the manipulator/tool can be directed through
these steps to complete the task (a program). This program is played back (and may be
repeated several times, i.e., it can be used as a subroutine) until the task cycle is
completed. The robot is then ready to repeat the cycle. The robot's actions may be
coordinated with ancillary devices through special sensors and/or limit switches. These,
in conjunction with the controller, send "start work" signals to, and receive "completion"
signals from other robots or interfacing devices with which that robot is interacting.
A servo-controlled robot can be "taught" to follow a program which, once stored
in memory, can be replayed, causing the controller to be instructed to send power to
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each joint's motor, which in turn, initiates motion. This teaching process may require that
the operator "demonstrate' points in space by causing the end affecter to move (using
one of a number of possible methods) to a series of locations within the work cell.
The robot can also be taught its assembly tasks from a CAD/CAM data base
Here, the desired points in space are down loaded from such a data base, rather than
being taught (on the robot) by an operator. This has the advantage of not occupying the
robot for teaching of points and also permits the optimization of the path using
simulation techniques. In addition, it is also likely that within the next few years artificial
intelligence (Al) techniques will permit robot teaching to he more generalized. For
example, Al will allow the robot to place filled bottles in a case or pallet, without having
to be explicitly taught a predetermined pattern and/or having specific points actually
demonstrated by an operator or down loaded from a CAD/CAM system. Before
discussing this topic, however, we will consider more standard techniques of
demonstrating points to a robot.
There are several methods currently in use. The method employed depends on
the manufacturer's specifications, control system software, and the robot's
computing/memory capabilities. Teaching typically involves one of the following
methods: continuous path, via points, or programmed points. Each of these is now
briefly discussed.
4.3.1 Continuous path (CP)
With the CP method, the operator releases all joint brakes and enables an
automatic sampler. The manipulator is then manually moved through each of the
positions required to perform the task. The controller "remembers" or stores the
coordinates of all the joints for every position. In this manner, complex three
dimensional paths may easily be followed. Teaching may be done at a speed different
from that speed needed for real-time operation (i.e., playback may be set at other
speeds, allowing for different cycle times). This method requires minimal debugging,
allows for continuous-path programming, and requires minimal knowledge of robotics.
However, a thorough understanding of the assigned task is a prerequisite, and editing
requires reprogramming from the error point. This method is typically used with robots
employed in spray-painting and arc welding applications .
4.3.2 Via points (VP)
Teaching with the VP method does not require that the operator physically move
the manipulator; rather, it is remotely controlled by either a computer terminal or, more
commonly, a teach pendant-a device similar to a remote control box with the additional
capability to record and play back stored commands. The teach pendant is plugged into
the controlling computer during programming (the on-line method), and the operator
then presses the appropriate buttons to position the arm, with small incremental motion
for precise positioning. When the correct position is achieved, a switch is activated to
inform the computer to read and store positions for all joints. This process is repeated
for every spatial point desired to be "taught." Essentially, only the endpoints of the
motions are demonstrated.
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The VP method is often employed to program discrete points in space (through
which the end effecter is required to pass) and is most commonly used for point-to-point
robots. The teach pendant is most commonly used for heavy-duty robots and in those
lightweight robots that have sophisticated control systems.
There are more advanced systems that allow for the movements and endpoints
to be recorded in an unspecified order. This enables new programs to be created by
calling out the points in a sequence that differs from the original order of input, thus
facilitating programming and editing. These systems also allow the programmer to
define velocity and acceleration or deceleration between points. However, such
advanced systems have an inherent danger; that is, the path resulting from a new
sequence of movements may inadvertently bring the end effector in contact with nearby
machinery. For this reason, manufacturers recommend that once the program is
complete, the program should be played back at a very slow speed to minimize the
possibility of damage to the robot or other equipment.
4.3.3 Programmed points (PP)
The PP method is also an on-line system. The robot operates via a prerecorded
program (i.e., without manual intervention), with the program sequence having been set
up externally. Applications of the PP method of using decision making include orienting
(i.e., aligning workpieces in designated positions) for assembly operations and materialhandling work using conveyers. In addition to the techniques used for programming a
robot as described above, there is a new methodology emerging. This is discussed
next.
4.3.4 Artificial Intelligence and Robot Programming
The discipline known as artificial intelligence (Al) is becoming more practical as
new developments in computer hardware and software evolve. Higher memory density,
faster processors, and new languages are bringing the tools of artificial intelligence to
practice. There are "expert systems" development environments that execute on
nominally priced personal computers, and these are already having an impact in many
areas previously the exclusive domain of the human thought process. Experience is
showing that in a complex equipment maintenance milieu, in certain classes of medical
diagnosis, theorem proving, biochemical analysis, and a plethora of other fields, Al is
contributing to productivity. The much touted nationalized Japanese fifth-generation
computer project is directed toward creating Al techniques that will reduce software
production to a blue-collar job. Whether or not the Japanese will succeed is yet to be
determined, but even if the goal is not fully reached, there will be significant
technological fallout from the effort.
In the programming of robotic systems, the use of Al techniques is certain to
have an impact because of the availability of data base information that can be used to
plan a robot's task efficiently. Although there is no integrated system available today,
laboratory demonstration such as the assembling of simple structures from randomly
presented and available parts is already accomplished. More over, a number of
laboratory facilities are currently implementing Al/expert systems in a variety of mobile
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robots. Intended for use in the nuclear power industry and by the military, these devices
are being employed as testbeds for practical results in the areas of autonomous
navigation, collision avoidance, maintenance and repair, assembly, reconnaissance,
and perimeter monitoring.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have discussed many topics relevant to computer
considerations for robotic systems. The picture presented here is a snapshot of
numerous technological considerations that are changing rapidly, and thus the specific
material in the chapter may be quickly outdated. The general topics treated here will not
become outdated, however, and for this reason one must develop a general set of
methods to evaluate new advances in robotic software, communications, cell
controllers, and other robotic computer-related subjects. Although the specific robot
languages or the specific interface protocol may change, the role that these
technological components play will be more or less consistent.

•

•
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CHAPTER 5. ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS:

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In its relative infancy, the state of the art of robotic applications is, in some ways,
paralleling the development of digital computers. When they were first introduced,
computers were used for tasks that had previously been performed by people (with
perhaps the assistance of some type of manual aid, such as a slide rule or mechanical
calculator). This was a natural application, for it was obvious that the new device would
be able to perform such jobs much faster and even more reliably than people could
perform them. However, as time progressed, it was recognized that tasks that had
heretofore been rejected as being impossible to undertake because of excessive
manpower and/or time requirements were now possible to attempt. Thus problems that
were "not practical" to solve were handled with relative ease. Besides being able to
solve such problems, it became apparent that there were many applications for the
computer that had never been thought of before its development. In a sense, what
happened was that people took off their "blinders" and allowed their imaginations free
reign. The result of this has been that computers are now applied in many areas other
than the more traditional "number crunching" that was initially envisioned as the major
use. The fields of control (of large-scale systems), learning and teaching devices,
handling of large data bases, and artificial (or perhaps more descriptive, "autonomous")
intelligence come to mind, to name but a few nontraditional applications. But where do
we stand with robots?
As already mentioned in earlier sections of this chapter, the first applications of
the robot have been in areas where human beings have traditionally been working.
Although there have been some significant technological advances in the design of
robots (i.e., the hardware) since the first one was developed more than 20 years ago,
the manipulators currently being manufactured are, as a general rule, rather simple
(e.g., most lack the ability to sense their external or working environment). As a result,
the state of the art in robot applications is probably where the computer was when it
was used primarily for "computing." It has taken a much longer time for the blinders to
be taken off when talking about robots than it did with computers. One can cite a
number of possible reasons for this, including the problems of recessions, fear of people
losing their jobs, and the lack of a major scientific breakthrough comparable to the
development of the transistor and later, the integrated circuit. Also, some of the first big
users· and/or developers of computers were in government, the military, and the
universities. These three entities, which were responsible for developing many of the
unique computer applications, have only recently entered the robot field in a large way.
(The program at the National Bureau of Standards, having been started in the 1970s, is
a notable exception.) The industrial sector has been the major user, and as might be
expected, the need to produce a "good bottom-line result" has prevented or at least
significantly reduced the risk taking required to produce new ideas (i.e., applications)
and developmental research by manufacturers. The recent emergence of robot
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Figure f:t:.-'1 tf.Pl0MA 700 series robot perforıııiıig a spot welding operation on
an automobile r,art. (Courtesy of Uninıatioıı, Inc., a Westinghouse Company,
Danbury, CT.)
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programs supported by both the military and state and federal government may indicate
that this situation is beginning to change, however. As a consequence, it is to be
assumed that over the next few years, nontraditional robotic applications will begin to
appear which will, in part, contribute to the development of the fully automated factory or
factory of the future.
In the first part of this section we briefly summarize some of the more traditional
uses for robots, some of which have already been mentioned in earlier sections of this
chapter. In the concluding portion of the section we indicate some of the more futuristic
applications that have been proposed by some workers in the field.
5.2 Current Robotic Applications
In the preceding two sections we encountered a number of applications of today's
industrial robots. For example, it was indicated that welding, grinding, and spray
painting account for the majority of applications of the current generation of robots.
5.2.1 Welding
Welding is one of the major uses for an industrial robot. Actually, two distinct
types of welding operations are readily and economically performed by robots: spot and
arc welding. In the former case, the robot is taught a series of distinct points. Since the
metal parts that are to be joined may be quite irregular (in three dimensions), a wrist
with good dexterity is often required (e.g., three degrees of freedom). This permits the
welding tool to be aligned properly at the desired weld point without the gun coming into
contact with other portions of the part. Typically, the welding tools carried by these
robots are large and reasonably heavy. Also, it is usually necessary for the manipulator
to have a long reach. As a consequence, large point-to-point servo-controlled robots
(either hydraulically or electrically actuated) such as those produced by Cincinnati
Milacron (i.e., the T-566), Yaskawa (i.e., the Motoman L3), or General Motors Fanuck
(GMF) are normally used for this purpose. The automobile industry is a heavy user of
this type of robot (see Figure 5-1). Since the weld points are pretaught, sensory
information is generally not required in order to energize the welding gun. It is, however,
possible to utilize the increased motor current that results when the tool makes contact
with the part to initiate the welding operation.
The second type of welding application, arc welding, is also utilized extensively
by the auto industry. Here, an often .. irregularly shaped seam or a wide joint must be
made. In this case, a continuous-path servo-controlled robot that is often specifically
designed for this single application is most usually the choice (e.g., the Unimation
Apprentice robot). If the parts to be welded can be accurately positioned and held in
place:the complex three-dimensional path can be pretaught and no external sensors
may be necessary. At present, a number of manufacturers include a position sensor
that is placed in front of the welding tool and can therefore provide information
concerning irregularities in the weld path. Several manufacturers provide additional
sensory feedback among them Automatix and GE. Where a wide joint is to be handled,
the robot can be programmed to produce a weave type of motion. This ensures that the
weld covers the entire gap. A major advantage of a robotic welder is that the arc time (a
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Figure S-:ı._ Spray painting application at a GM plant in Baltimore, MD. (Used
with pe~~issıon f,~?nı General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Ml.)

Figurc·S:,..:> Robot used to perform a grinding operation. Depicted here .is the
smoothing ~f the top part of large .Jı~a! sinks. (Courtesy uf Unimatiot], Inc} a
Westinghouse Company, Danbury, CT.)

critical parameter in determining the weld's strength) can be carefully controlled.

5.2.2 Spray painting
The spray-painting operation is one that human beings should not perform, both
because of the potential fire hazard and the fact that a fine mist of paint (both lead and
modern plastic based) is carcinogenic. As such, this task is a natural application for a
robot and so it is not surprising that there are a large number of manipulators that
perform only this particular job. Another advantage in using a robot for spray painting is
that the resultant coating will be far more uniform than a human being could ever
produce. This results in a higher-quality product, less reworking of parts, and
considerably less paint being used (reductions of 406hG are often achieved). Robots
employed for this purpose are usually capable of performing both straight-line and
continuous-path motions (see Figure 5-2).
Programming a spray-painting robot is usually performed by the best human
operator. His actions are then mimicked by one or more robots. The spray painting
application generally does not require the use of external sensors. However, it is
necessary that the part to be painted be accurately presented to the manipulator.
5.2.3 Grinding
As a result of arc welding two pieces of metal, a bead is formed at the seam.
Where a smooth surface is required for appearance sake (such as on auto bodies) or
for functionality (e.g., to maintain necessary tolerance of parts), it is usually necessary
to perform a grinding operation. -This is also a natural task for a robot since the
manipulator can use the same program that was employed in the arc welding operation.
All that must be done is to remove the welding tool anal replace it with a rotary grinder
(see Figure 5-3).
Another important grinding task is on metal castings. Here the robot is taught the
correct shape of the Casting using continuous-path programming. The grinder then
removes any undesired high spots and corrects areas of the casting that are too large.
A third robotic grinding application is that of deburring. Here the unwanted material that
remains around the back side of a drilled hole is ground away to leave a smooth
surface. For increased productivity, 1t is especially important to be able to perform this
task automatically after the holes have been drilled automatically (perhaps by a robot).
In these grinding applications, there is always some uncertainty in the
dimensions of the part being worked on. As a result, sensory information is often
needed to permit the robot to more accurately "feel" the actual contour of the part. This
is especially important in the case of smoothing of the arc weld bead. Relatively simple
touch sensors that provide this information are currently available. For example, the
Swedish company ASEA uses such a sensor with its IRB60 robot.
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.5-,5; The assembling of smoke detectors is accomplished using several
United States Robots, Inc., Maker 100, five-axis, servo-controlled rolıo~. (Cour
tesy of G. Heatherston and U.S. Robots. lrrc.. a Square D. Coıııp:ıny.)
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5.2.4 Other applications involving a rotary tool
In addition to the rotary grinding or deburring applications, robots are also
currently used for drilling holes, routing, polishing, nut running, and driving of screws. In
the first two cases, preprogramming of either points or paths can be performed when
extreme accuracy is not required. However, where exact placement of drilled holes is
needed (e.g., in the structural components of aircraft), it may be necessary to utilize a
template (see Figure 5-4). The drrficulty with doing this is that unless the robot wrist has
some "give" (i.e., compliance), any misalignment of either the part or the robot itself will
.result in a damaged template and/or an inaccurately placed hole. This problem is
overcome by means of a compliant wrist which permits the drill bit to be aligned in the
template hole even if there is a posttional error.
5.2.5 Assembly operations
Human beings are capable of assembling a group of diverse parts to produce
either a finished product or a subassembly because of their ability to utilize good eyehand coordination in conjunction with the important sense of touch. However, these jobs
may be extremely tedious because of their repetitious nature. As such, assembly
operations represent an attractive application of robots. For example, consider the
assembly of smoke detectors shown in Figure 5-5. Here, although not shown, a group
of servo-controlled robots (e.g., U.S. Robots' Maker 100) is actually used. First, the
finished printed circuit board is acquired and then is loaded into the bottom portion of
the plastic case. Next, a s-volt battery (with its terminals reversed to increase shelf life)
is inserted into the battery compartment. Finally, the top portion of the plastic case is
placed onto the finished bottom assembly. It should be noted that this last operation
also requires that the robot exert a downward pressure so as to ensure proper locking
of the two parts of the case. The finished detector is then stacked in a carton utilizing a
palletizing program.
Other assembly applications performed by robots include putting together
scissors, pliers, and other simple hand tools, the fabrication of small electric motors, and
the assembling of electrical plugs and switches. In most of these examples, the robot is
taught the desired points and the sequence of operations. The only external sensory
information that is normally utilized is whether or not a part or subassembly is at a
particular location within the work cell. (Such an indication can be obtained using simple
optical interrupters or mechanical switches, as discussed).
As mentioned above, some applications depend on the robot wrist being
compliant. This is especially important in certain assembly operations, for example,
insertion of shafts or rods into small clearance holes or the screwing of a screw into a
threaded hole. To prevent the binding and/or bending of the rods or cross threading of
the screws, an RCC is often used between the end affecter and the robot's wrist flange.
Alternatively, force and/or tactile feedback can be utilized to provide better external
sensing capability, thereby permitting the robot to adapt better to any positional errors
caused by either the devices which hold and/or position (i.e.. "present") parts or by the
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robot itself. However, such sensing is, for the most part, not well developed, so most
assembly applications arc currently geared toward those that either do not require
external sensing or else can be performed with an RCC device.
A number of assembly applications do not require the use of a compliant wrist
(e.g., electronics assembly). In this case it is necessary to insert a variety of electronic
components (e.g., resistors, capacitors, etc.) into a printed circuit (PC) board. As the
leads on these components are easily bent, extremely accurate placement before
insertion is usually required. Although human beings can perform these operations, the
work is tedious and repetitious, with the result that mistakes are often made. Thus a
robot is a good choice for this task. However, the high degree of accuracy demands that
the manipulator be equipped with an external sensor (e.g., a vision system, see Figure
5-6). Although vision peripherals tend to reduce system throughput, it is expected that
such applications will become more common as the cost of vision hardware and
software drops and the systems themselves become faster. In fact, this is already
happening.

SUMMARY
In this fairly detailed, nontechnical introduction, we have attempted to give the
reader an understanding of what an industrial robot is and what it is not, where it is
applicable and where it is not, and finally, how such devices have evolved and how they
may cause another industrial revolution to occur. In particular, the reader has been
introduced to most of the terminology associated with these devices and has been
shown how to categorize them either by geometry of their major axes or by the type of
control utilized. In addition to tracing the development of robots historically, the
economic and sociological consequences of these forms of automation have been
discussed. Finally, the current and possible future applications of robots have been
presented.
It should be apparent from the material contained in this chapter that there exist a
wide variety of manipulators and that they can perform a large number of tasks.
Moreover, as vision and tactile sensors are incorporated and the controllers become
"smarter." the complexity of these tasks will no doubt increase. Applications that were
not originally envisioned and involve more than just replacing a human worker with a
robot will then be feasible. To be sure, there will be an impact on some workers, who,
unfortunately will be displaced by these machines. However, it is expected that in the
longer term, more jobs will be created as new and expanded industries are developed
as a direct consequence of this new, more flexible form of automation, the robot.
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